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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better
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yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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“Cupid and Psyche”

By François Gérard (The Louvre, Paris)

An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite.
Prohibida la reproducción total o parcial de su
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa
autorización por escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.
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250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

avineberg@yahoo.com

Dear Editor,
We have been coming to PV for many years
and have seen Mikki do Patsy Cline, Brenda Lee,
Connie Francis and now Billie Holliday. [At the
Boutique Community Theatre]
Not only does Mikki do an awesome job singing
the songs we love, but her research into the life of
the artist is so in depth that it almost bring you to
tears. She never disappoints.
Patti McCallum

Dear Editor,
Last week, a friend started bleeding excessively
and was taken to San Javier Hospital.
Incredibly, the blood bank was out of O+ blood!
He could have died except that friends were found
who were compatible. Can you please do an article
on the matter, urging people to call San Javier at
226-1010 and encourage them to donate blood?
Many thanks,
Jenny Pray

Dear Editor,
I should start this by saying we have been
coming here for 10 years now and stay in old
town... we love the place. Now comes the but.
We are Canadian but I have royalties from a
USA textbook so I always bring US funds. The
textbook actually funds our yearly trip here. We
stay for between 2 to 3 months.
The first few years, I was surprised to learn
that the banks only allowed you to exchange
1500 dollars a month per person. That was a bit
annoying, but as there are two of us we never had
a problem. But I got to wonder WHY?
Last year however, the bank I had always gone to
(Scotiabank) - which is a Canadian bank - suddenly
informed me I could not exchange US dollars there
because I was a Canadian. Yikes! WHY the change?
I then went to another bank and they were happy to
convert my US money into pesos.
Because of that concern over exchanging US
money as a Canadian we decided to bring Canadian
funds this time. I went to a bank (the non-Scotia
bank I went to last time) and discovered they no
longer exchange Canadian currency at all. Again,
WHY? What is going on? I went back to Scotia
bank and did get the pesos there.

I have since gone to a number of banks and
none of them exchange Canadian dollars, only US
funds. Are there not enough Canadians here to
bother with? Again, WHY?
A few days ago, I went back to Scotia bank and
learned that they no longer exchange money for
anyone except account holders.
So what is the deal here? The banks that do
exchange money for tourists seem to only bother
with US customers. I need to ask, are we not as
good a friends to Mexico as our US neighbours?
As an aside, I tried to ask those banks that do
exchange US money if they would do it for a
Canadian, but those I talked to did not understand
what I was saying... arrrrrrgh!
I know you suggest using bank cards but that is a
whole other problem I won’t go into detail on at this
time. I did go to 4 ATMs and all said they could not
connect to my bank. I have a Credit Union card so
wonder if that is the problem. I had tried my card at
the Scotia bank and it would not even take it.
Anyway, thank you for a great publication and
for allowing me to vent about what I consider to
be unfair treatment of us Canadians.
Jim Thacker
Dear Mr. Thacker,
All we know is that, at the outset, all the measures
were taken in order to reduce the amount of money
laundering that was taking place.
We cannot explain the changes made over the
years. I’m sorry you’ve been going to such trouble,
but I do insist that –for most folks- using a debit/
client card is still the best and cheapest way to go.
The Ed

Dear Allyna, fellow opera lover,
Here we are again with opera broadcasts being
presented in PV with little or no advertisement.
The operas are from The Royal Opera in London
and the season ahead has some real winners
and some stellar casting.
These are all presented with ENGLISH
SUBTITLES for many who are not familiar with
the operas. Since there is little word about this,
here is what is in store:
Feb. 9: The Queen Of Spades, Mar. 23: La
Traviata, April 28: La Forza del Destino, May
25: Faust. Broadcasts start at 12 noon. Admission:
$300. Pesos.
David Rohde
Thank you, David, we will try to promote them
as much as possible.
Allyna
Continues on next page...
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Continues from last page...

Dear Editor,
Bravo to Jim in the Marina!
[www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/532.pdf]
In addition to the men who won’t give up a
seat are the tourists who sit in the handicapped
(yellow) seats and won’t move. (It takes my wife
close to a minute to board a bus with her SMA)
Larry McLaughlin

Dear Editor,

Apart from the tourist bureau, who can we
complain to about this situation? This winter in
particular, it is an ongoing problem at Playa Bonita.
Gary and Ken
Dear Sirs,
All the beaches in Mexico are federal land and,
by law, open to all. I recommend that you get a
Spanish-speaking friend to call Reglamentos at
224-0918 or 224-7805 and inform them of the fact
that you are being forbidden to sit on public land
by that establishment’s employees. Good luck!
The Ed

Dear Editor,

(See location number on Central Map)

My partner and I have been coming to PV for 3
months for the last 13 winters.
For the last 2 weeks, at Bonita beach in the
Romantic Zone, next to the Blue Chairs, we and
many of our friends are being told not to sit on
‘their’ beach in front of Condominiums Bonita.
They have put up a rope, umbrellas and chairs
next to the rope as well as other chairs and tables
scattered about on the flat sand, thus not allowing
us to sit on what is essentially a public beach.
We have been verbally harassed by the guy
who sets up this rope, chairs and umbrellas,
probably from orders from the owner of the
Condominiums complex. He has told us to move
to the other side of the rope, which is on a slope
and often the waves are so strong that the slope
gets wet and thus far from ideal to sit there.
We have contacted the tourism bureau twice
about this, the tourist police have come by once
and told us we are legally within our rights to sit
on the flat part of the beach. About 10 days ago,
the rope, umbrellas and chairs were removed
(probably because it IS a public beach and the
owners were told to remove them by the tourist
police) but 2 days later, they were back again.
Obviously the owner of the complex refuses to
co-operate for very long.
Is there no public area on the PV beaches?
How can this condominium complex get away
with this?
Tourists at hotels are important, but so are those
of us who spend 3 to 6 months here and more
money than any tourist does in 2 or 3 weeks.

23
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This is in response to Brain Lehman’s letter
[www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/532.pdf]
about young people and their cell phones. What
you describe is a growing, pervasive problem.
I see it in restaurants - a group sitting at a table,
all heads down, looking at their cell phones. I see
it at the gym - exercise a little, check the phone,
exercise a little, check the phone. I see it in
movie theaters where people check their phones
every 5-10 minutes, disturbing the people behind
them with the bright light of their cell phone.
It is a symptom of what I call the “All About
Me” society. Youngsters today haven’t been
taught respect - respect for others, respect
for their parents, respect for legal authorities,
respect for the laws of the country, respect for
the opinions of others and even respect for one’s
self.
In my opinion, many of the stories one sees
on the evening news, or in the newspapers, can
be attributed to the failure of this important
responsibility of parenting.
T.J.

Dear Editor,
The courtesy that is extended to me and other
seniors by bus drivers and patrons alike is
exceptional and gratifying! I have never been
left standing, even when the bus was full.
Always, when disembarking/embarking, I was
shown patience, a helping hand and a smile.
My disability, although not crippling, requires
that I must walk with a cane, and may need
help mounting the steps at times. Also, if the
bus is far from the sidewalk, or platform, a
helping, a steadying hand is extended by waiting
passengers!
Muchas Gracias, enjoy your stay, locals and
visitors!
Grandma Louisa

Continued from previous page...

Dear Editor,
Well it seems once again of the politicians
and the unions in Puerto Vallarta have decided
that the Uber service that we have enjoyed
for a few months is just too good for tourists.
No matter that during certain hours you can’t
get a taxi or that the taxis downtown (Tsurus)
are old, decrepit and dirty.
The union has lobbied and the tourists have
lost. Once again, Uber will be persecuted
and harassed by the police until we no longer
have Uber.
I use taxis most of the time, but at the
Marina you can’t get a cab after 6 p.m. I
know this is peak time, but why not allow
Uber to operate? It seems that in PV we take
one step forward and two back. If it’s not
building code violations, it’s noise violations,
and now attacks on Uber that take us to places
to promote PV businesses. It just makes no
sense. If you can’t get to a restaurant or show,
the whole city and business suffers.
Why, oh why, must the city and state
governments shoot themselves in the foot?

(See location number on Central Map)

Joel

“What an opportunity to visit some
fine homes in Puerto Vallarta. Homes
were amazing, bus ride up the mountain
was even amazing! Thanks to the home
owners and to the volunteers of IFC. The
tour was very well run and everyone was
welcoming. Don’t miss this opportunity.”
That’s the latest review on TripAdvisor
for the IFC Home Tours.
The IFC Home Tours, have been run by the International Friendship Club (IFC) since 1985
and are always popular.
You are invited to join one of the tours on either Tuesday or Wednesday mornings. They leave the
Sea Monkey Restaurant at 10:30 but, in order to avoid disappointment, it’s good to buy your tickets
($700 pesos) in advance online at www.toursforvallarta.com or at the IFC office (downtown on
Insurgentes where that street crosses the river bridge) or on the morning of the tour at the Sea Monkey.
The restaurant is on the Malecon, so it’s a great time to have a sunshine breakfast on the beach
before boarding our air-conditioned, luxury buses. The tours are accompanied by two docents who
ensure that you are safe and comfortable, and they are available to answer your questions about
life in Vallarta. Walking on cobbled streets and climbing up and down stairs means that you need
to wear good footwear and be in top Olympic physical shape.
Just kidding. But good knees, hips and lungs will help. You will have a great time, and know that
all proceeds are used to help Mexican kids and their families.
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Alex
Daoud,
owner
of
Alexander A Salon, is proud to
announce that the second Annual
“Alexander Charity Fashion
Show” held on Saturday, February
2nd, was a huge success, having
raised over $100,000. pesos for
the Pasitos de Luz charity! This
event was spectacular, with a soldout 250 tickets crowd that enjoyed
a delicious luncheon and fashion
show at the beautiful River Café
Restaurant.
There are so many people
who helped to make the show
successful! First of all, Alex
wishes to his Time Volunteer
Georgina Wenner, Cindy Smith,
Kerri Balon, and his 10 beautiful
Mexican and American ExPat
models for being a part of this
extraordinary event. Each of the
models is a client at his salon,
and they were treated to a special
hair/make-up “Alex Makeover“
session prior to the show. Each
one was absolutely radiant as she
modeled the beautiful clothing
designs of local designer Delia
Gonzalez, whose entire collection
has a Mexican influence, along
with a touch of international

flare. Alex is grateful to have had
Diamonds International Jewelry
complementing the beautiful
designs! Diamonds International
is a great supporter of this event,
visit them downtown on the
Malecon for your own special
“sparkle”. Melissa Schroeder,
the “sparkle expert,” was our
Mistress of Ceremonies this year!
The event included a “surprise
gift” for two of Alex’s lucky
clients: CJ Hill and Rosario
Viacapitale enjoyed an “Alex
Make-over” prior to the event.
They each received new hairstyles,
hair color and beautiful up-to-date
make-up …and they were both

models in the show! The crowd
was treated to “before” photos of
these two lucky ladies, and they
were astonished to see the results!
You can see the results yourself on
Alex Dauod’s Facebook page.
Volunteers from the Pasitos de
Luz Charity organization helped
organize the many Silent Auction
items that had been donated
by local businesses, as well as
many very generous people who
supported this worthy cause.
Raffle tickets were sold, and
there was a 50/50 drawing, 50%
of which was donated to Pasitos
de Luz. Alexander is grateful to
everyone who donated, as well as

those who purchased the items.
He realizes that the funds raised
would not be as significant without
their help.
Pasitos de Luz is an official
Mexican non-profit organization
which currently provides services
on a daily basis (at not charge)
to 130 children who suffer from
acute physical and psychological
illnesses. Their goal is to raise
more funds so that they can
support up to 150. It is fundraisers
like these that help support these
precious children.
Also, in his continuing effort to
give back to the community he
loves so much, Alex Daoud will
attend the 8th Annual “Riverfest
Event,” on Saturday, March 2.
This event is also a benefit for
Pasitos de Luz. For the fourth
straight year, Alex has shared his
time and talent to this event, by
cutting hair for attendees.
Last year, he donated all the
$5,520. Pesos that he earned
during the event to the Pasitos
de Luz Benefit Fund. Alex really
loves this organization and wants
to make a difference in the lives of
those kids!

(See location number on Central Map)

Alex Daoud is owner/founder of Alexander A Salon, local #F2, in Plaza Marina, located next to the entrance of the Comercial
Mexicana supermarket. Open Monday through Saturday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Salon 221-1856 or Cell: (322) 169-8111.
Email: Alexasalon4u@hotmail.com Web site: www.PVhairsalon.com
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Within PV

Adriana Basail

The Olas Altas Farmers’ Market is
located in the very heart of the Romantic
Zone on the south side of town, in the
beautiful Lazaro Cardenas Park, dressed
with colorful mosaic decorations in the
bubbly Emiliano Zapata neighborhood.
After nine continuous years and thanks
to all our steady and new clients, the
market has grown and now has close to
one hundred experienced vendors, all
eager to serve and provide fresh, selected
and quality ingredients.
From locally grown fruit and vegetables,

to free range eggs, cheeses and breads of
all kinds, salsas, gourmet and traditional
tamales, savory pies, jams and so much
more to choose from.
Gluten-free and vegan options available
too!
If you are looking for one-of-a-kind
presents for Valentine’s Day, our jewelers
offer original designs, there are arts and
crafts, beautiful and varied clothing,
sandals, hand bags, coconut products, bath
amenities, tobacco and, if you have a pet,
you can get him something too. There is
so much to discover as you stroll through
our aisles!

But please, come hungry, to savor and
delight your palate with Mexican and
international cuisine in our food court,
while you listen to live music.
Hurray! Olas Altas Farmers’ Market has
turned “green” with our soon to be effective
No Plastic Regulations from our Puerto
Vallarta Council. We encourage you to please
bring your shopping bags and containers.
The Olas Altas Farmers’ Market opens
every Saturday from November until last
week in April, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS
AND SPREAD THE WORD!
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John Warren
Part 2 of 2
“Go to school. Stay in school. Dream
big.” That is the motto of the Volcanes
Community Education Project (VCEP).
VCEP is an after-school project that
serves 400 children each day in one of
the poorer districts of Puerto Vallarta the colonia of Volcanes. The program
provides voluntary classes in mathematics,
English, remedial reading and computers.
It also has a couple of soccer teams. The
kids love being there.
The Seaver Foundation evaluates
children’s programs around the world
including the Middle East, Africa, Europe
and Latin America/Mexico. They work
to find out whether the programs offered
to children uphold the United Nations
Charter of Human Rights for Children.
They do this by interviewing the children
involved and, in the past five years,
they have conducted many surveys,
interviewing only children - no teachers
and no adults. They want to find out what
the children think of the programs.
Last year, three professionals, skilled in
techniques of interviewing and evaluating
children’s responses, spent two weeks
in Volcanes where they interviewed 106
children in VCEP’s program. Here are
some of their findings:
- 86% of children responded to ‘school’
with a positive emotion, such as being
happy, proud and inspired.
- The second most popular career
choice was a teacher; demonstrating the
children’s value of that profession.
- Children demonstrated a good idea of
what they would like to do in the future.
Older children in particular demonstrated
direction in their dreams. All but two
children over the age of 14 years old
demonstrated preferences in their future
education and employment prospects.
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- The most popular choice of future
opportunity was to work in a professional
field (94%), with groups of children opting
for Doctor (6), Teacher (6), Engineer (3),
Architect (3), Police (3) and Vet (3). These
careers would require further studies, and
by default correlate well with the desire to
attend University (91%).
- The least number of children want to
work in a service role, such as cleaners and
mechanics. However, 65% of children
would work in this industry and individual
children have dreams of being a cleaner,
van driver, and gardener.
Many children in Volcanes come from
families who are very poor. Many are
single moms, some of whom are illiterate,
and some children are exposed to the
parents’ addictions of alcohol, drugs and
violence. One child said, “My Dad
doesn’t think I can be anything in the
future”. Ouch!
When asked by the Seaver staff about
VCEP, 93% of the children said they feel
very secure and confident in their abilities.
This has translated into VCEP having 25
students in university now and 91% of
their students wanting to go in the future.
That is amazing!
Part of the summary of the findings
made by the Seaver Foundation states
“At VCEP the children feel safe, secure,
happy and loved (A SAFE HAVEN),
which along with dedicated, professional,
caring teachers are the elements of a very
successful program.” Congratulations to
all of the staff and supporters of VCEP!

Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark
the date on your calendar: Friday, February 8th, for the first South
Side Shuffles of the month.
The Shuffle, now in its ninth season, is put on every second
Friday by a large group of businesses centered on the 200 and
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic Zone.
The party goes from six to ten pm, and is an event that both locals
and visitors look forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants,
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping, or
listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s favorite
neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the Shuffle is a
wonderful way to spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the
200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some
great places to stop on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the
organizers have made sure that this experience is a “compact”
one. All the participants are located in a short two block stretch,
so no matter how “happy” you get with all your complimentary
drinks, you can still visit every location with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions
is shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and
galleries are located on the principle block of the party. Fine
art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very best quality can be
found in abundance, not to mention some great food and fabulous
entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo
and Constitución streets have something special to offer. For the
opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase some really
wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed. The Southside
Shuffle really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar:
Friday, February 8th from 6 to 10 p.m.

NEXT SHUFFLES: Feb. 22 & Mar. 8
9

(See location number on Central Map)

Join us on March 2nd and 3rd for Riverfest at El
Rio BBQ Bar - all proceeds to Pasitos De Luz, a
non profit charity that provides vital services for
130 children with severe disabilities and mostly
come from low income families.
The Saturday music line-up this year offers
some amazing talent!
12:00 – The Gecko Band
1:00 – Brimstone
2:30 – Anna and The Others
3:30 – Texas Embassy Blues Band
4:30 – The Jokers
5:30 – La Trez Cuartoz
Admission is only $100 pesos per person at
the gate which will go directly to supporting
the children. Or how about purchasing our VIP
patron tickets!

26
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SATURDAY, MARCH 2nd VIP PATRON PACKAGE
You can further support the cause and
purchase individual advance patron tickets for
$900 pesos per person or tables of 8 for $6400,
with each patron ticket offering benefits:
- increased support for the kids,
- welcome margarita or beer,
- free snacks and appetizers,
- gate entry,
- limited early bird parking,
- one free serving for the fabulous
buffet provided by El Rio, Barcelona Tapas
and Pasta Fresca from 2 to 5 p.m.,
- priority reserved seating for viewing
the entertainment,
- unlimited non-alcoholic drinks
throughout the day and
- great music!

For tables of 8 you will get your name or
business printed on a notice, reserving the
table! You can also enjoy hair cutting by
Alex from Alexander A Salon, 50/50, silent
auctions, vendors and more!
SUNDAY, MARCH 3rd
The Sunday line up includes some
incredible musicians!
1:00 – Piel Canela
2:00 – The Cheko Ruiz Band
3:15 – Los Bambinos
4:30 – Johanna’s Band
Gate entry is just $100 pesos, which is
excellent value or choose our NEW Special
SUNDAY PATRON PACKAGE! For groups
of 4 people, you can choose to take advantage
of an advance purchase Sunday Patron Ticket
Package for $1500 pesos. The Package for
groups of 4 offers: Gate entry, Reserved
seating, Welcome drink (beer, margarita or
limonada), Family-style service Riverfest
Parrillada lunch (several types of BBQ, beans,
guacamole, rice, etc.)
You can also enjoy 50/50, silent auction,
vendors!
Sincere thanks to our band presenters!
Bacha’s Mexican Restaurant, Café Roma ,
Captain Don’s, Casa Isabel, El Torito Sports
Bar, HGH Vallarta, Murphy’s Irish Pub,
Nacho Daddy, Pasitos Volunteer Group,
Puesta Del Sol Centro Riverfest Fans,
ReRunsRFun, Roxy Rock House , Silva
Brisset Realtors and Vallarta Lifestyles
Advance Patron tickets can be purchased
at the Pasitos de Luz table at the Olas Altos
Farmers Market any Saturday in February or
by contacting Barb at condo211@yahoo.ca
Please note we have limited numbers of
patron tickets available for both days!

Concevoir une visite touristique
de Vallarta unique en son genre et
consacrer tous ses bénéfices à une
bonne cause, voilà la généreuse
idée qu’a concrétisée Anne Marie
Weiss-Armusch en lançant le 31
janvier sa « Visite culturelle des
artisans de Vallarta ».
Anne Marie Weiss-Armusch est
une femme engagée. Et amoureuse
de l’humanité. « J’ai fait des
études universitaires en littérature
mexicaine, raconte-t-elle.
J’ai
ensuite vécu 11 ans au MoyenOrient et, une fois de retour dans
mon pays natal, les États-Unis, j’ai
constaté que mon expérience faisait
de moi une excellente ‘passerelle’
entre les cultures. Je me suis donc
retrouvée à organiser une foule
de festivals internationaux, ce qui
m’a permis de baigner toute ma vie
dans les cultures du monde entier. »
Il faut dire qu’Anne Marie a
aussi fondé, en 1996 aux ÉtatsUnis, un organisme appelé
DFW International Community
Alliance, qui chapeaute divers
programmes de bienfaisance de
portée internationale. Or, après
s’être installée à plein temps
dans le quartier 5-de-Diciembre
de Puerto Vallarta en janvier
2017, l’expatriée au grand cœur a
rapidement vu sa fibre humanitaire
s’activer. « Je me suis demandé
comment ce que je savais faire
pourrait servir aux Mexicains, ces
gens qui m’accueillent avec autant
d’amabilité dans leur pays. Je l’ai
trouvé en créant un lien entre les
visiteurs et les artisans extrêmement
talentueux de Vallarta. »
Cherchant en même temps à faire
sa part pour donner un coup de
pouce aux citoyens moins favorisés
de sa communauté d’accueil, AnneMarie a décidé de mettre sur pied
le « Noël des enfants dans le besoin
du quartier 5-de-Diciembre ».
C’était en décembre dernier, une
semaine avant le grand jour !
« Avec mon amie Barbara Ann
Renee et d’autres bénévoles, nous
avons mis sur pied une campagne
en vue d’offrir un cadeau de Noël à

Anne Marie Weiss-Armush

Marie- Carole Daigle

Anne-Marie Weiss-Armush

des enfants dans le besoin, explique
l’intéressée.
Bon nombre de
résidents étrangers de notre quartier
ont accepté de collaborer. En fait,
nous avons réussi à parrainer 85
enfants! Maintenant que nous
avons une année devant nous pour
amasser des fonds, nous visons à
en parrainer 400, l’an prochain! »
La bonne nouvelle, c’est que
les revenus de la visite guidée
conçue par Anne Marie seront
désormais entièrement consacrés à
la campagne de Noël. Conclusion?
« Venez faire la visite avec
moi, mentionne la guide: vous
découvrirez de talentueux artistes
et artisans de Puerto Vallarta et
vous contribuerez au bonheur d’un
enfant d’ici! »
Visite culturelle
des artisans de Vallarta
Ouvrez grand les yeux
Cette visite pas comme les autres
vous permettra d’aller à la rencontre
de près d’une dizaine d’artistes et
artisans de Vallarta. Anne Marie
ne vous emmènera pas dans des
boutiques remplies de pacotille.
Vous entrerez notamment dans
l’atelier même du cordonnier qui
fabrique ces magnifiques sandales
minimalistes de type « huarache »,
avec leur semelle fine et lacets en
cuir. Vous serez aussi reçu par
un membre d’une coopérative de

jeunes artistes en arts visuels. Bref,
vous aurez un contact direct avec
les artisans.
Tout au long de la promenade,
Anne Marie vous signalera divers
détails dans les vitrines ou la
rue, révélant ainsi des trésors
d’information sur la ville et ses
traditions – vous montrant par
exemple comment distinguer un
vêtement de type Oaxaca d’un
autre qui est originaire du Chiapas!
Vous apprendrez que la broderie
perlée du peuple huichol nécessite
une patience d’ange de la part
de l’artisan qui presse chaque
microbille à la main sur sa base en
cire. Vous pourrez regarder pardessus l’épaule d’une artiste qui
conçoit devant vous le motif d’un
lavabo en céramique de Talavera.
Vous apprivoiserez la spiritualité
derrière de nombreuses traditions
folkloriques en apprenant à
décoder la signification des cerfs,
losanges et autres motifs sacrés
qui ornent quantité d’objets d’art
mexicain. Et vous vous laisserez
peut-être tenter par un milagro
(mot qui signifie « miracle ») en
choisissant les médailles qui vous
touchent pour faire composer votre

propre porte-bonheur traditionnel
avant de demander à l’artisane de
vous en faire une interprétation
personnalisée (frais en sus). Le
programme prévoit aussi une visite
chez le réputé artiste verrier Miguel
Orozco, qui a créé rien de moins
que trois des nouveaux vitraux de
la magnifique cathédrale NotreDame-de-Guadalupe. S’ajoutent
enfin un saut dans un atelier de fer
forgé, puis dans une boutique dont
l’intérieur fait d’arcs en bambou et
de tapis de paille reproduit un lieu
sacré de tradition Chiapas, ainsi
que chez une sympathique famille
de fabricants de piñatas colorées
(on vous y expliquera pourquoi la
forme la plus populaire est celle de
l’étoile à sept branches!) Une liste
détaillée des adresses visitées ainsi
qu’un plan vous sont remis à la fin
de la tournée pour vous permettre
d’y retourner au moment de votre
convenance.
Quand : tous les jeudis de 10 h
à 12h30, départ de la Cathédrale
Notre-Dame-de-Guadalupe
Prix : 300 pesos (demi-tarif pour
les enfants de 6 à 12 ans)
Visites en anglais et en espagnol
Information:
https://www.facebook.com/
events/443244696215416/
Marie-Carole Daigle:
Mcdaigle@mcdcom.com
Anne Marie Weiss Armush:
president@dfwinternational.org
972-965-5727
www.dfwinternational.org/photos/
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Joe Harrington

Men arrive and drop the
bombshell: they are not retiring;
they both want a divorce because
they have been secretly in love with
each other for 20 years and want to
get married. That may sound like
the opening of a downer drama ala
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolfe? But
no, the plot set-up leads to some
very funny takes on the quirkiness
of how folks think.
Consider the ages of the folks
involved in this project then
consider what effort it takes making
65 episodes with more to be
released...
Recommendation: if you want an
enjoyable half hour, watch this. You
may get hooked as I did and end up
watching the whole thing over just
a couple of days. Watching one is
like trying to eat one potato chip.
& Madness: Trump blasted Pelosi
last Sunday on Face the Nation.
Same rant – she doesn’t care about
protecting the country, it’s all
politics to her etc., etc., etc. Expect
to hear a lot more of this come State
of the Union Address. The trouble

with the logic, however, remains
the president’s inability to fund
this wall when his party controlled
the Senate and the House. Why
wasn’t he ranting against Ryan and
McConnell? Why is this the Dems’
problem?
Anyway, I assume most readers
are as sick of this debate as I am
writing about it, so onto another
subject – one I find fascinating.
Many times in my life I have
heard people explain away not
voting as “my vote doesn’t matter”.
Now consider what’s going on in
Kentucky. Democrat Jim Glenn
defeated former Republican state
Rep. DJ Johnson on Election Day
by a one-vote margin for a seat
in the Legislature. As Kentucky
doesn’t have automatic recounts
Glenn was sworn in on Jan. 5 and
has an office and been assigned to
committees.
At Johnson’s request, using a
state law allowing candidates in
legislative races to contest election
results, a recount was started
involving 12,646 votes. When
the smoke cleared, Glenn came

out ahead by two votes. The board
reviewed 17 absentee ballots that
they had originally unanimously
rejected on Election Day. The
board decided five of those ballots
were legal, and opened them.
Johnson received three of them,
Glenn received one and one ballot
was blank. That made the final
results a tie, with each candidate
receiving 6,323 votes.
The Election Contest Board, six
Republicans and three Democrats,
must decide what to do next and
eventually give a report to the
House of Representatives, which
has the ultimate say in the matter.
A state law indicates the board
must choose the winner by drawing
lots.
Glenn has already been sworn in
and seated as a state legislator, and
the only way he can be removed
is impeachment.
Glenn stated
he would file a lawsuit over any
attempt to remove him from office.
There were more than 80 recounts
nationwide in the 2018 elections.
Regarding those recounts, five
were decided by one-vote margins,
and two in ties.
Worth remembering if, in the
next election, you think your vote
is meaningless.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary
filmmaker. He can be reached with a comment or
criticism at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

(See location number on Central Map)

Movies: This is another NetFlix
presentation, all five seasons of it
at 13 episodes per crack. That’s
65 episodes... so far. This stars
Martin Sheen, Jane Fonda, Sam
Waterston and the – as usual –
hysterically funny Lily Tomlin.
There are shadows of other great
shows involved in the plot, most
notably Neil Simon’s The Odd
Couple. Except in this case it is two
odd couples. Also there’s a bit of
Two & a Half Men in there because
almost all the shows rely heavily
on the theme of love and sex. And
there is certainly the backdrop of
the movie Quintet about an old
folks home (now politically correct
to say senior assisted living) for
aging English actors as Grace and
Frankie has given new life to the
careers of a lot of old timers, not
just the lead roles.
Warning: if you are homophobic
this show sure ain’t for you.
However, this is Puerto Vallarta with
a population as friendly as any place
in the country towards all lifestyles.
The four main characters, all way
into their senior years, show they
still know their craft and use it to
the hilt.
Plot is explained in the first few
minutes of Episode One. The
two women are waiting for their
husbands of forty years to show up
at a restaurant for dinner. They have
told their wives they have a special
announcement to make. The wives
think it involves, finally, the men
retiring from their law firm.
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Anna Reisman

(See location number on Central Map)

Sometimes the gods smile down on us and give us little tidbits of
goodness …like having the natural liquid gas delivery men arrive
when the gauge on the 1,000-liter tank is down to less than 8%.
It’s been crazy lately, with some places closing down due to the
absence / unavailability of that gas, then it’s available again, but
not for small tanks, etc. etc. I sure hope the powers that be know
what they’re doing, playing with people’s livelihoods like that. I
suppose that it’s better than what happened NOTB* for 35 days,
but still…
We know that we’re in THE season when we get too many letters
to the editor to print. I agree with most of the complaints expressed
therein, but I have to tell you something, to you who do not read the
local Spanish-language dailies, or follow the local news feeds on social
media: these complaints are echoed by the locals, vociferously. ‘Tis not
only the “foreigners” who would like to see less garbage on the streets,
less stands illegally taking over sidewalks and parking spots, less hotels
taking over public beaches and less crazy bus and/or taxi drivers.

Just so you know.
And what’s up with all the new topes (a.k.a. speed bumps)
along the southbound highway, by that immense Park Hotel
and its extension? Eight in a row with white lines in case you
didn’t feel them as you jump over them… not fun.
On a lighter, positive note, I went to see “Chicago” this
past weekend and I have to say, this production is probably
the best I’ve ever seen in Vallarta. It would be very much at
home on the main stage in any big city. The choreography, the
costumes, the sets, the actors – everything! I was so impressed,
and proud of all involved. They’ve raised the bar even higher
for our live theater scene here in Vallarta. If you’re in town
and you enjoy musicals, GO!
There’s loads of great stuff going on this week. I plan to go
see Mark Zeller’s show at the Boutique. After all, Mark is an incredible
performer …and Leonard Cohen was a fellow Montrealer whose work
I love. One day, I may even slip away on a Tuesday to see my friend
Kim Kuzma at The Palm too… Who knows? Haven’t been able to do
that yet…
Point is, there’s so much to see, so get out there, folks, have fun and
take good care of each other!
It’s the month of friendship in Mexico, and Valentine’s Day this
weekend, so tell your loved ones that you love them, often. Hug them,
kiss them, show them. We never know what tomorrow brings.
Hasta la próxima vez. sheis@ymail.com
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A chat with the man…

Anna Reisman

In order to set the stage (pun intended), I must
state from the outset that I am not a reporter, and
I haven’t conducted an “interview” in over a
decade.
Gabe Arciniega is a dear friend of mine, which
makes me biased, so I tried to make him talk,
instead of me asking him questions. That didn’t
work out very well. As a matter of fact, he ended
up asking me more questions than I asked him.
During our chat, I reminded him that his was
the only show I’d gone to see twice. “Why?” he
asked. “You are incredible, Gabe. You sold out
the Red Room for every show, in the summertime!
You made the audience laugh and cry and dance
in their seats. They were mesmerized by you…
Is this new show of yours going to be similar?”
“The spirit will be similar, but all the stories and
all the songs are new. Basically a mix of cabaret
and theater. It’ll be fun, that’s for sure! To help
your readers better understand what my new show
is about: Through songs and stories, comedy
and drama, I talk about music and pay tribute to
some of my lifelong music icons - to some of the
greatest songs ever written and some of the most
iconic performers who ever lived. Also, although
this is a one-man show, I’m also lucky to have
Maria Rose as my Guest Star who will perform a
classic Stevie Wonder song with me.”
Gabe’s smile is infectious. It can light up a
room and endear everyone around.

I don’t know if the audience at this 2.0 version
of The Gabest Show on Earth will hear about
Gabe’s life, or how he ended up here, among us,
but I can assure you that he could probably write
another half a dozen one-man shows, without a
single repetition of content.
Gabe’s life could definitely fill a book or more,
page turners all. In the first show, you could hear
a pin drop while he recounted vivid memories
of his youth, in between the songs. His are
true life experiences, some sad, some funny, all
fascinating.

To say that Gabe is multi-talented would be an
understatement. The man can act, he can sing,
and boy, can he dance! He is an optimist, that
comes through everything he says and does. This
positive outlook on life has served him well. He
loves love. He enjoys watching couples in love.
And he is in love, still, with Tony, the love of his
life, his partner of over 30 years.
“I’ve missed seeing you around lately,” I
confessed, sadly.
“You know, the first year we were here, some
3 and a half years ago, I didn’t do much. But the
next year and a half were crazy! So many shows,
sometimes two at the same time… and then my
own show. I felt I needed a break. I needed to
step back, and write. That’s what I’ve been doing,
writing this new show. It’s quite satisfying, and
revealing, to me. I’m enjoying it.”
I should mention that the photos on this page
were taken last year, during the first Gabest
Show on Earth. Even though Gabe’s energy and
amazing voice do not, cannot, translate onto the
printed page, I’m inserting them so you’ll get an
idea of what The Man looks like on stage.
There isn’t much more I can (or am permitted
to) add at this time. All I can say is that I believe
this show will probably surpass Gabe’s first –
if that’s possible. If you want to see a unique
performance, one I guarantee you’ll remember
for a long, long time, don’t miss it. You’ll be
happy you saw it.
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Valentine’s Day is a special day set aside to honor “love”, a time to celebrate “romantic love”. So as the 14th of
February approaches, we plan to find that right card, order those flowers, choose an item of jewelry, or make
reservations for that special candlelit dinner in one of Vallarta’s most romantic spots. Yet few stop and ponder why
this date is singled out, or just who this Valentine fellow was, and why he should have a day named after him.

Saint Valentine…
Who Was He?

(See location number on Central Map)

Valentine was a holy priest in
Rome who assisted the martyrs
in the persecution under Claudius
II. He was apprehended, and sent
by the emperor to the prefect of
Rome who, on finding all his
promises to make him renounce
his faith ineffectual, had him
beaten with clubs, and then
beheaded - on February 14, about
the year 270. The greatest parts
of Valentine’s relics are now in
the church of St. Praxedes.
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His name is celebrated as
that of an illustrious martyr.
To abolish the heathens’ lewd
superstitious custom of boys
drawing the names of girls, in
honor of their goddess Februata
Juno, on the 15th of this
month, several zealous pastors
substituted the names of saints
in billets given on this day.
The origin of St. Valentine,
and how many St. Valentines
there were, remains a mystery.
One opinion is that he was a
Roman martyred for refusing

to give up his Christian faith.
Other historians hold that St.
Valentine was a temple priest
jailed for defiance during the
reign of Claudius. Whoever he
was, Valentine really existed
because archaeologists have
unearthed a Roman catacomb
and an ancient church dedicated
to Saint Valentine. In 496 AD,
Pope Gelasius marked February
14th as a celebration in honor of
his martyrdom.
One legend says that,
while awaiting his execution,
Valentinus restored the sight
of his jailer’s blind daughter.
Another says that on the eve
of his death, he penned a
farewell note to the jailer’s
daughter, signing it, “From your
Valentine.”

The most famous of
Valentine
symbols
has
always played a role in the
celebrations of love and
lovers. He is known as a
mischievous, winged child,
whose arrows pierce the
hearts of his victims, causing
them to fall deeply in love. In
ancient Greece, he was known
as Eros, son of Aphrodite, the
goddess of love and beauty.
To the Romans, he was Cupid,
son of Venus and Mercury.
Throughout
ancient
mythology, there appear to be
either two Cupids or two sides
to the figure of Cupid. One is
a lively youth who delights
in pranks and spreading
love. The other is known for
riotous debauchery.
Cupid’s cult was closely
associated with that of
Venus, and his power was
supposed to be even greater
than his mother’s, since he
had dominion over the dead
in Hades, the creatures of the
sea and the gods in Olympus.

(See location number on Central Map)

And what about Cupid?

One legend tells the story of
Cupid and the mortal maiden,
Psyche (see painting on our
cover). Venus was jealous of
Psyche’s beauty, and ordered
Cupid to punish her. But
instead, Cupid fell deeply in
love with her. He took her as
his wife, but as a mortal she
was forbidden to look at him.
Psyche was happy until her
sisters convinced her to look
at Cupid; he punished her by
departing. Their castle and
gardens vanished with him and
Psyche found herself alone.
As she wandered to find
her love, she came upon the
temple of Venus. Wishing to
destroy her, the goddess of
love gave Psyche a series of
tasks, each harder and more
dangerous than the last. For
her last task, Psyche was
given a little box and told to
take it to the underworld –
without opening it. She was
told to get some of the beauty
of Proserpine, the wife of
Pluto, and put it in the box.
Psyche opened the box, but
instead of beauty, she found
deadly slumber.
Cupid found her lifeless
on the ground. He gathered
the sleep from her body and
put it back in the box. Cupid
forgave her, as did Venus. The
gods, moved by Psyche’s love
for Cupid, made her a goddess.
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Yoga Vallarta & Pilates Studio PV
325 Basilio Badillo
(322) 116-5809 / 222-1706
info@yogavallarta.com
www.yogavallarta.com
Monday
6 – 7am Insanity Cardio Workout
(100 pesos)
9 – 10am Yoga Flow – Barbara
10.15 - 11.15am Beginner Flow - Kathy
11.30am - 12.30pm Gentle
Stretching– Alma

(See location number on Central Map)

SPECIAL EVENTS:
Nourish Yourself:
Restorative Yoga & Yoga Nidra
Thursday, Feb 7, 1 to 3 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb 12, 4 to 6 p.m.
Friday, Feb 15, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb 17, 1 to 3 p.m.
Price for one: $500 pesos / YV
Tuesday
Members 350 pesos
This workshop will combine the
9 – 10am Align & Flow – Terry
powerful practice of restorative yoga
10:30 - 11.15am Stretch &
with a transformative and healing
Mobility - Jorge (small studio)  
10:30 - 11:30am Yin Yoga - Lynette   yoga nidra session. Both will allow
you to rest, renew, and plant seeds in
Wednesday
your life. One hour of restorative yoga
9 – 10am Power Vinyasa – Monica
will help you slow down, stretch, and
10.15 - 11.15am Beginner Flow - Kathy release tension, and an hour of yoga
11.30 - 12.30pm Gentle
nidra will assist you in relaxing even
deeper through all koshas (layers) of
Stretching – Alma   
the body and mind. You will learn to
1 – 2:15pm A Course In Miracles
weekly study group w/Sandra Bradley create your own personal samkalpa
(intention). Bring what you need to
By donation. Your donation helps
be warm and comfortable. If you’d
sustain this study group.
like to make notes, bring a journal
Thursday
and pen. Future dates to be added.
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9 – 10am Align & Flow – Terry
10:30 - 11.15am Stretch &
Mobility - Jorge (small studio)
10:30 - 11:30am Yin Yoga - Lynette  
*1 - 2pm Intelligent Movement
Forever - Via (Specialty Class)

Friday
6 – 7am Insanity Cardio Workout
(100 pesos)  
9 – 10am Yin Yang Flow – Lynette
10.15 - 11.15am Beginner Flow - Kathy
11.30am - 12.30pm Gentle
Stretching – Alma
*1 – 2 p.m. Heartfulness Meditation –
Helen (150 pesos, Feb. 8, 15 & 22)

(See location number on Central Map)

Saturday & Sunday
10.15 - 11.30am Yoga Flow –
Barbara (Sat) & Sharon (Sun)

f
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Pricing:
Drop in class = 250 pesos
(we provide extra thick yoga mat )
10 Class Card with mat = 2000 pesos
(expires 2 months)
Monthly Yoga Pass = 1850 pesos

**************************
Manage Emotions Mindfully Part 1:
The 4 Essential Keys
Wednesday, February 13
10 to 11 a.m. / Alan Davis   
www.therapyonline.org
$250 pesos Early Bird registration,
by 12 noon Sunday before event
$400 pesos at the door on day of event
The 4 essential keys combined is your
number one most essential Master
tool, when built into your daily routine
will become the most empowering
resource. Future dates to be added.
- Open to everyone.
- Each part can be taken individually
or as a series.
- Each part has several benefits for
the attendee.
**************************
Overview of 2019 – International
Intuitive Counselor & Numerologist
Tuesday, February 19
1 to 2 p.m. / Deirdre Morgan  
www.deirdresinsights.com
$350 pesos / $250 pesos YV Members

Book your table NOW to see Los Bambinos on Monday through Saturday
at 8 p.m. at Bambinos Trattoria in the Romantic Zone.
Check out this week’s line-up of shows:
Monday & Tuesday Nights 8 p.m. | Help! The Beatles
Enjoy an exciting and upbeat show with the brother’s unique spin on the
International rock sensations that changed the musical landscape across the world.
Wednesday Night 8 p.m. | Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons
This dynamic show beautifully demonstrates the brother’s unique and powerful
voices as they pay homage to a musical icon.
Thursday Night 8 p.m. | Legends of Rock and Roll
Come enjoy the Romantic Zone ambiance as you dine, drink, dance to
lively tunes that will transport you to another era as Los Bambinos highlight
epic legends of rock and roll.
Friday & Saturday Nights 8 p.m. | Latin Party
In the mood to embrace one of the best parts of Mexico? Settle in for an explosive
evening of Latin hits that will take you on a thrilling journey of melodies from
romantic melodies to Spanish rock to sexy salsas. Feel your senses come alive
with Los Bambinos vibrant music and inspiring four-part harmonies.
Reserve your table NOW for to enjoy a Valentine’s Day special 4-Course
Dinner & Show with Los Bambinos. Plan ahead and book your spot now so
you can be part of this sweet Bambinos Trattoria tradition that delivers on fun,
good feelings and great vibes. Make your reservation today and look forward
to a romantic evening that your sweetie or friends that you will cherish forever.
Remember, seating is limited so make your reservation TODAY! See you at
Bambinos Trattoria!
Take a break from the beach and come to Bambinos Trattoria for Happy
Hour from 3 to 6 p.m.!
Get a 2x1 Margarita, beer or Daiquiri every day from 3 to 6 p.m.
PLUS Get 1 order of Bruschettas + 1 Margarita or beer + 1 artisanal ice
cream for only $249 pesos!
Valid from 3 to 6 p.m. only.

Did you hear that Los Bambinos have
been drawing great crowds with impressive
SOLD OUT shows all last week? Don’t
miss your chance to experience one of
Puerto Vallarta’s top musical acts. Also,
as we move into the month of love in
February, don’t miss your chance to have
an extra special romantic evening with Los
Bambinos. Los Bambinos are a 4-brother
ensemble from Morelos south of Mexico
City whose musician father inspired their
passion for music. For over 15 years, Los
Bambinos have been creating powerful
live shows that delight visitors and locals
alike. Come dance the night away and feel
the love with Los Bambinos this week as
they anticipate more sold out shows!
Did you know that it’s not only the
live music that is not to be missed?
Bambinos Trattoria also offers delicious
Italian inspired cuisine that is the perfect
complement to your romantic evening.
You can even escape the hot PV sun for a
few hours, and come in for lunch, starting
from 3 p.m., Monday through Saturday. At
night, order a nice bottle of wine and toast to a magical evening with your
sweetie as you savor one of their tantalizing pastas, pizzas or hearty main
entrees. Bambinos Trattoria’s cozy atmosphere surrounded by the sounds
of heartfelt and endearing live music is a surefire recipe for a romance under
the stars. The brothers’ charm, contagious smiles and incredible harmonies
will leave a lasting impression on first time guests and long time fans alike.

(See location number on Central Map)

Bambinos Trattoria is a great place to enjoy fresh Italian Food, prepared by a team of talented Chefs. Open Monday - Saturday with a complete
menu, Bambinos Trattoria is located at 314 Aguacate, corner of Carranza (just before Mundo de Azulejos on Carranza).
Bring your friends and family and reserve your table early for the best seat in the house. VIP section available in front right near the main stage.
Seating for each show begins at 6:30 and shows start at 8 p.m. Visa and Mastercard accepted. Visa and Mastercard accepted.
Information and tickets at www.losbambinosmusic.com or call for a reservation (322) 222-4357, English spoken. Don’t miss this must-see show!
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Valentine’s is quickly approaching and The Palm Cabaret & Bar has the perfect answer for your romantic outings this season
part of the concert with a layered full body of
harmonies, instruments and music. A special
one-night only presentation to celebrate
Valentine’s Day, Desde El Corazon is a unique
Latin-inspired concert with expanded sounds
of percussion, bass, and guitar. A brand new
special Valentine’s concert and not just an
expanded or repeat of the seasonal Bohemia
Viva concert Reflections. Bring your loved
one(s), your friends and make it a special night
at Desde El Corazon with Bohemia Viva. Come
sing, dance and be part of the Bohemia Viva
Lifestyle of Freedom, Love & Unity. Be a part
of their music. Desde El Corazon, a Bohemia
Viva Signature Concert is an experience you
will always remember.

Desde El Corazon is Bohemia Viva’s Special
Valentine’s concert presentation to celebrate
the day of Love, Affection, and Friendship.
Formed in 2010, Bohemia Viva is a Love Story
of music and song, and much of that is to the
credit of the amazing audiences Bohemia Viva
has performed for in Argentina, Italy, Mexico,
The USA, and Canada. Desde El Corazon
(From the Heart) is part of the Bohemia Viva
Signature Concert Series that celebrates a
special moment, highlight or event in the year.
Latin fusion music that has inspired Bohemia
Viva from all cultures, languages, and nations,
Desde El Corazon is a musical story of love
songs and performance from many eras and
styles, with unique diverse music highlights as

Branden & James are back with their
new show “The Phantom of the Greatest
Showman”. Audiences leap to their
feet as the two deliver a performance
worthy of Carnegie Hall. A magical
journey inside three of the greatest
love stories ever told, “The Phantom of
the Opera”, “The Greatest Showman”
and their own. Together, Branden, a
piano player, and a tenor, and James,
a cellist as well as a pianist, the duo
shows us the true meaning of romance.
Brandon & James’ final performance
is on Valentine’s at 7 p.m., so catch
them while you can.

Miss Conception’s new show “TV
Land” is one of those shows that not only
puts you in a good mood, it also stirs
up nostalgic feelings. Kevin Levesque
performs to a series of television shows
that quite often receives cheers as
audiences applaud with fondness. From
“The Golden Girls” to “Wonder Woman”,
the costume reveals are fast and plenty and
the wit just keeps coming. Kevin aka Miss
Conception has been fortunate to have
sold out shows over the past 5 years, and
this year is no exception. “TV Land” takes
the stage on Mondays at 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
and Thursdays at 9:30 p.m.

Kim Kuzma has a huge hit on her
hands. “Dancing Queen” has had
audiences dancing in their seats as they
listen to the songs of Abba and Cher.
This week, Kim brings back members of
her previous band to deliver “The Best
of Acustico”. The soundtrack for this
show all comes from the highly praised
CDs Kim and her band released over
the years. Expect some old favorites,
as well as new arrangements. Kim has
maintained a solid following over the
years and is continuously adding more,
along the way. Kim Kuzma appears on
stage on Tuesdays at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Fernando Gonzalez heads a band of outstanding musicians to create Piel Canela. All season, this group have appeared on the stage to the delight
of many Latin music lovers. From Ricky Martin to Gypsy Kings, Piel Canela are known for their tight arrangements. Guests frequently show up to
accompany the band. You never know what you will get. Piel Canela is made up of Fernando Gonzalez, Pepe Galvan, Gary Flores, Alberto Ramirez
“Mimi”, and Sam Renteria and can be seen every Sunday. So much fun.
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Here is the line-up: Lalo: Nylon Guitar and Vocals Geo:
Violin, Guitars, and Vocals Luis: Drums, Percussion, and
Vocals Lilly: Percussion Ever Bass Come and enjoy some
of the best Rumba Flamenco Fusion ever performed in the
Bay - once again!

This week, Luna Rumba rises again! New
rhythms, new songs, and new energy! The
original Luna Rumba had unprecedented success
delivering Gypsy-inspired Rumba Fusion to
the Banderas Bay music scene. The group is
re-inventing itself and will be performing at
The Palm this upcoming season, with Eduardo
Leon (Lalo) taking the lead position as singer
and guitarist. Lalo, Geo, Luis, and of course the
beautiful and talented Lilly are “all in” and the
music will be stellar! Get ready for high energy,
rock your socks off, blistering lead guitar and
fiery violin all pumped up with the explosive
percussion talents of both Luis and Lilly together!

Back for another season, Varla Jean Merman’s “Under
A Big Top” is feeling the love. One TripAdvisor review
is quoted saying “Our group repeated her jokes for days
afterward, they were so clever and funny.” Varla Jean is
celebrating 25 years in show business and her experience
shows. The show revolves around the circus, however not
the conventional circus. You experience clowns, psychics,
magicians, and death-defying acts. You’ll laugh, you’ll
cry… you become a part of the show. Check out the Palm
website for show dates, all shows are at 9:30 p.m.
Keep an eye out on our schedule, as we welcome Miss Coco Peru to the Palm family.
Tickets are available now. Get your tickets early, this show is sure to sell out.  
At the Palm Cabaret, it is not just performances that matter, it’s also its audiences. Every
person is greeted with a smile and attention that make you feel like you are family. Reserved
seating ensures that you will get the seat you want. The box office is ready to take your orders
and help you with any questions you may have. At the Palm, we are a family, not just staff and
performers, but with everyone that comes through its doors.

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the heart of Puerto Vallarta’s Romantic Zone. Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box office,
which opens daily at 10 a.m., or online at ThePalmCabaret.com For more information, call 222-0200, or follow The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook.
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“When I come to Mexico for
six months of the year, music
is my life,” affirms artist John
Anderson. He has been visiting
Puerto Vallarta for many years,
increasingly spending time
here until he took the plunge
and purchased a home in town
back in 2001. For some, his
name may be associated with
nearby Galleria Dante where
he has been highly regarded
for years thanks to his copper
fountains and other sculptures.
Upon retiring from sculpture,
he turned his passion to singing,
largely due to casual meetings with
people that crossed his path.
“I came across a community choir
a few years back and discovered the
pleasure of singing with others,” he
recalls. Eventually, he discovered
and became one of the founding
members of Syng, a Puerto Vallartabased mixed voice choir conducted
by Lois Rogers, whose musical
background includes teaching and
performing piano for over two
decades back home in Edmonton,
Canada, along with conducting
national championship high school
choirs.
John has also been a regular at The
Boutique Community Theatre open
mic events since he can remember.

It was there that he met likeminded musicians and performers,
developing a community of their
own. (Open mic at The Boutique is
organized by the group, Time2Play.

Learn more about them by visiting
www.time2play.net)
It was sometime last year that
Boutique Community Theatre
director Ken Sebryk first suggested
John to put together his own music
show. Taking the invitation rather
seriously, John has spent several
months putting together an event
with music by some of his favorite
performers - “people that I love,”
he calls them - which will be
presented at The Boutique three
consecutive evenings, February
21-23, at 6 p.m., with the option to
enjoy dinner starting at 5 p.m.
The first half of “John Anderson
Sings Hits From The 70s” will
feature rock and pop favorites by

James Taylor, Rod Stewart, The
Beatles, Billy Joel and other likeminded artists that predominated
in the pop and rock charts at
the time. The second half of the
performance will focus on the
works of American singersongwriter, musician and actor
Neil Diamond, who has sold
more than 100 million records
worldwide, making him one of
the best-selling musicians of
all time. “I find that my voice
lends itself quite well to Neil
Diamond’s songs, and many of
my peers love his music, so this
is a most fitting way for me to
express myself and share my
love of music with others.”

The Boutique Community Theatre
welcomes members of the local
community who want to experience
every aspect of theatre production:
lighting, stage managing,
directing, acting, promotion and
fundraising. To learn more, visit
the website www.btpv.org, or the
Facebook page www.facebook.
com/TheBoutiquePV, where
you will find information about
scheduled performances and events,
which include plays, lectures, film
screenings and more.

At the BCT This Week - Feb 8 - 14
The Boutique Community Theatre is upstairs at Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio
Badillo. All tickets are available online (www.btpv.org) or at the box office,
two hours prior to every performance. For more details, please visit the events
section of our Facebook page: www.theboutiquepv.com Info: 322-728-6878.
What’s On This Week
Friday, February 8
5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Tower of Song – A Tribute to Leonard Cohen,
starring Mark Zeller and Rafa Zermeño
Saturday, February 9
5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Tower of Song – A Tribute to Leonard Cohen,
starring Mark Zeller and Rafa Zermeño
8:30 p.m. Show: Sol Rose Sings Sammy Davis, Jr., starring Sol Rose
Sunday, February 10
5 p.m. Screening: Dinner and a Movie Presents, Rent - Live on Broadway,
hosted by Paco Ojeda
Monday, February 11
5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: I’m Playing Me! A Modern ‘Broad-ville’
Cabaret, starring Kami Desilets

(See location number on Central Map)

Eye exam and lens tting by specialists
Contact lenses and Large collection of modern
European frames
We are your best option in quality and prices!
Francisco I. Madero #396

ERVICE
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(Corner of Aguacate)
Tel. (322) 223 2995 eye-metrics@hotmail.com

Tuesday, February 12
11 a.m. • Workshop: Acting for Evolving, presented by John Trapper and
Catherine Caldera
5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: The Incomparable Lady Day - Billie Holiday,
The Musician & The Myth, starring Mikki Prost
Thursday, February 14
11 a.m. Meeting: Connect With Mexico, hosted by Carlos Navarro
5 p.m. Dinner • 6 p.m. Show: Tower of Song – A Tribute to Leonard Cohen,
starring Mark Zeller and Rafa Zermeño
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A reminder to feel free to come up to June Rosen Lopez’s
annual Valentines Party - Open House on Saturday, February
9th and Sunday, February 10th from 1 to 7 p.m.
This event is a chance to celebrate “Friendship Day” and to
mix and mingle, make new friends and visit with the old friends!
It is a fun time to take a peak at her Valentine collection.
June’s Gallery is up the street from Olas Altas (the same
street as the new pier). It is easy to get there and very centrally
located. Her home and gallery is definitely worth a look. You
get to walk into a home where you can imagine the “Old”
Vallarta. The décor and the hospitality are an experience
you should not miss while visiting Vallarta! Plus to see her
handcrafted, well priced collection is an experience …and so
rare today!
Please come up, drink a toast for friendship, meet new people
and celebrate love!
June’s Gallery is one block up the street from Olas Altas, at
200 Francisca Rodriquez, corner of Pino Suarez, across from
the new building pier 57.
You can call her at home: 222-5049, her Mexican cell: 322
779-6491, her U.S. cell: (646) 338-7373, her U.S. land line:
(646) 291-6852, or email her at junesjewel74@hotmail.com
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Tchaikovsky began work on The Queen of Spades [opera]
in 1889. He based it on a short story by Alexander Pushkin,
one of his favourite writers. He and his brother Modest (his colibrettist) dramatically altered Pushkin’s plot, turning Gherman
from a cynical opportunist into an ardent lover and Liza into
a tragic figure. Tchaikovsky put a great deal of work into the
opera’s premiere at St Petersburg’s Mariinsky Theatre in 1890,
and was thrilled by its success.
The Queen of Spades is one of Tchaikovsky’s most impressive
and varied scores, containing grand choruses, intimate arias
and duets (such as Liza and Gherman’s passionate Act I love
duet), a masquerade paying tribute to Mozart and a terrifying
supernatural episode. Stefan Herheim’s spectacular production
places Tchaikovsky himself at the heart of the action, and
asks searching questions about the nature of creativity and the
parallels between life and art.
The presentation in High Definition broadcast by the Royal
Opera House in London, England, will be shown at Teatro
Vallarta, Uruguay, downtown, on Saturday, February 9, 2019,
from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
Tickets cost $300. Pesos.

The 7 Arts
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A Message from Danny Mininni, Managing Partner of Act II:
“From now until the annual “WHAT A DRAG” charity event on March 10th,
you can see a great show (NUNSENSE, A-MEN) and help the Banderas Bay
Women’s Shelter at the same time!
Every year, Act II has raised funds for a local charity during one of its
shows. This year, Act II has chosen to support the Banderas Bay Women’s
Shelter, and will match all donations made during this show! The funds will
be presented to them at the “What a Drag” event in March! “What a Drag”
is always hilarious and features a competition of straight men in “drag,”
who are raising funds for the Banderas Bay Women’s Shelter. This year’s
fundraising goal is $1,000,000 pesos! Act II wants to help them get there!”
Nunsense A-Men! - Sundays 7 p.m. - Tickets at act2pv.com
“ACT II Entertainment: Making Puerto Vallarta an Entertainment Destination”
Vallarta Lifestyles Magazine, (January 2018 issue)

BREAKING NEWS!
⚡ Puerto Vallarta’s #1 musical, “Little Shop of Horrors,” has been
extended and is now playing at Act II on Mondays & Thursdays at
7 p.m.! Get your tickets today at www.act2pv.com!
⚡ 3-Time Billboard Charting Jason Antone, opens his classical
crossover show, “Classique,” this week on Friday, February 8!
(See information below!)
⚡   “Queens of Rock,” performed by 12 Top-20 Billboard Chart
superstar, Debby Holiday, opens on Thursday February 21!   
⚡ “The Gabest Show on Earth, 2.0,” presented by Gabe Arciniega,
former singer/dancer with “Cuchi-Cuchi Charo” opens on Friday,
February 22!
Act II is THE PLACE to go to see a show when you are in Puerto Vallarta! With
3-4 shows every night to choose from, there is something for everyone! All of
our shows are in English. Our slate of shows starts at 5 p.m., and we feature the
best performers in the Banderas Bay! Many of our shows sell out, so check out
the schedule below and don’t miss out! Get your tickets today at act2pv.com!
“Act II is the #1 Entertainment Venue in the Banderas Bay!” - TripAdvisor

last night. So many good things to say
about this performance! The acting,
choreography, costumes, & directing
were excellent. I expect this to be
a hit. The show ended to a standing
ovation so justly deserved. Kudos to
all!” ~Tricia Lyman
(Sold Out every week! Get your tickets now!)
A NuName Production
Directed by Edoardo Rocha
Every Saturday - 7 p.m.

The iconic American musical,
Chicago, features music by John Kander,
lyrics by Fred Ebb, and a book by Ebb
and John Fosse. When it debuted on
Broadway back in the 1970’s, Chicago
became a classic and won 6 Tony
Awards! The Broadway revival in 1996
now holds the record as the longestrunning musical revival and the longestrunning American musical in Broadway
history! This NuName Production is
absolutely amazing!
It features 12
dancers, along with stage favorites,
Michael Gibney, MaryJo Nelson,
Maria Rose, Edoardo Rocha, Joan
Houston, and Marsha Ward Ross!
This spectacular musical is as
addictive as gossip rags, and as
unforgettable as any trial of the
century. It is the one show you can
always count on to give you the thrills
and memories that only come from
seeing a Broadway musical. It is an
unforgettable journey into the crime
and corruption of the 1920’s.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“I went to see Chicago last night
with my whole family, it was really
good, loved it!!! I really enjoyed
having some drinks before the show,
the lounge area is very nice, live
music. The guy singing at the lounge
is very good too.” ~ omillan
“With a SOLD OUT audience,
“Chicago” opened at Act II Stages
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“Chicago was sold out for opening
night and looks like it will be the
newest hit show for Main Stage at Act
II.” ~ Ed Gill
“Another home run in this incredible
ACT II season. Brilliantly directed
and choreographed, Chicago is bound
to delight audiences as evidenced at
its opening. Bravo!” ~ Tom Bernes

Jason Antone
Featuring Recording Artist, Jason Antone
Opening Night - Friday, Feb. 8 - 5 p.m.
February 8, 11, 15, 18 - 5 p.m.

Act II is very excited to confirm
that
three-time
Billboardcharting recording artist, Jason
Antone, a vocalist, songwriter,
and producer who makes his own
club-ready dance music, will make
his powerful classical crossover
debut at Act II in February! His
show will feature the beautiful
music of Andrea Bocelli, Josh
Groban, Luis Miguel and more!
A native of Chicago and graduate
of DePaul University, Antone
earned a double degree in vocal
studies and music management.
This dual focus on the creative and
business ends of the music industry
eventually led him to start his own
music label, Chickie Records. He
released his first single, “With
You,” in the fall of 2006, and is
currently working on his first, fulllength classical crossover album,
which will feature a full orchestra!

This Week’s Shows at Act II:
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8
(Opening Night) Jason Antone, Recording Artist, starring
in “Classique,” his Classical Crossover Debut - 5 p.m.
“Hair, the Concert,” featuring Don & Rhonda & their
LIVE BAND! Party - 7 p.m.
Diana Villamonte - “I Will Always Love You,”
a Whitney Houston Tribute - 7:30 pm
Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 pm
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9
(New Time!) “Twist & Shout,” song, dance and schtick,
celebrating music of the 50s and 60s - 5 p.m.
Chicago, a NuName Production - 7 p.m.
Levi Kreis, starring in “Oh Canada!” – 7:30 p.m.
Mama Tits, starring in “Triple D” - 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10
Nunsense, Amen! - 7 p.m.
“Best of ABBA & Elton,” starring Us Two and their
LIVE BAND - 7:30 p.m.
“Dueling Drag Divas,” starring Emmy Award-winner,
Chi Chi Rones, and JoAnna - 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11
Jason Antone, Recording Artist, starring in “Classique,”
his Classical Crossover Debut - 5 p.m.
Little Shop of Horrors (Back by popular demand every
Monday & Thursday!) - 7 p.m.
Diana Villamonte, starring in “More Motown & Beyond” - 7:30 p.m.
Mama Tits starring in “Triple D” – 9:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Hedda Sings the Blues” - 5 p.m.
“I’ve Got Rhythm,” a musical revue of the music of
the Gershwin Brothers - 7 p.m.
Tony-Award Winner, Levi Kreis, starring in “Oh Canada!” – 7:30 p.m.
Sutton Lee Seymour, starring in “Dragflix” - 9:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13
“The Divine Miss M,” a musical tribute to Bette Midler,
starring Miss Sandi D - 5 p.m.
The Foreigner, directed by Danny Mininni - 7 p.m.
Us Two - 2nd Wednesday - “Us Two Goes Country!” - 7:30 p.m.
“Dueling Drag Divas,” starring Emmy Award-winner,
Chi Chi Rones, and JoAnna - 9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Sutton Lee Seymour, starring in “Dragflix” - 5 p.m.
Little Shop of Horrors (Back by popular demand
every Monday & Thursday!) - 7 p.m.
Tony-Award Winner, Levi Kreis,
starring in “Oh Canada!” – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15
Jason Antone, Recording Artist, starring in “Classique,”
his Classical Crossover Debut - 5 p.m.
“Hair, the Concert,” featuring Don & Rhonda
& their LIVE BAND! Party - 7 p.m.
Diana Villamonte - “I Will Always Love You,”
a Whitney Houston Tribute - 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.

selling out every show. Get tickets now!
A Tribute to Canadian musical icons, featuring
TONY AWARD WINNER, Levi Kreis
February   7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19 - 7:30 p.m.

“Amazing opening night with Levi Kreis,
including a number with Jason Antone who
opens Friday.” - Tom Berns
“Great show. Don’t miss it!” - Carl Timothy
“FABULOUS show. A must see!” - Mary Fitzgerald
Tony-Award Winning Levi Kreis returns to
Act II Stages for his THIRD unprecedented,
back-to-back, sell-out runs at Act II! His show
this year is about the special history he has had with
many Canadian musical icons as he adds some of
his own special flavor to many of their greatest hits!
(The Chicago Tribune gives this show 5 stars!
Kreis is a bonafide star! He is best known
for originating the role of Jerry Lee Lewis in
Broadway’s Tony-nominated musical, Million
Dollar Quartet. The role won Levi the 2010 Tony
Award for “Best Featured Act in a Musical,” a
2010 Outer Critic’s Circle Award, and a 2010
Drama League nomination. Other notable stage
credits include Violet, Smokey Joe’s Café, and the
national tour of Rent. In film, Levi is best known
for his role as Fenton, Adam’s brother (Matthew
McConaghey) in Bill Paxton’s directorial debut,
Frailty (2001). Levi began his acting career with
film and has recently returned to the screen with roles
in The Divide (2017) and A Very Sordid Wedding
(2017). Today, Kreis is a singer/songwriter whose
piano pop records have been featured on network
television shows, including The Vampire Diaries,
Sons of Anarchy, So You Think You Can Dance,
Mob Wives, The Apprentice, Days of Our Lives,
Young and the Restless, and several films. With
six albums to date, and a 2009 OutMusic Award
for “Stained Glass Window,” (the theme song for
the Del Shores film, Southern Baptist Sissies,)
Kreis has built a loyal following that continues to
expand the reach of his own label imprint, Vision 9
Records. He has also recorded seven albums!
Levi is truly one of the most famous, but most
humble, genuinely nice guys that we have ever
hosted here at Act II! We are so excited that he will
be returning this year! Don’t miss this opportunity
to see this extraordinary performer. Be sure and get
your tickets early because his shows always sell out!
“While the show is titled ‘Oh Canada’,
highlighting Canadian songwriters and singers
who influenced his career, when Jerry Lee is
inside and wants to be outside, you sometimes just
have to let him out.” - Jim Davis

“Levi Kreis opened last night and brought down
the house. His new show centers around Canadian
songwriters and performers who influenced his
career. Don’t miss it! Through February 19 at Red
Room” - Jim Davis
“… The room was packed with fans of this amazing
Tony award-winning singer/songwriter. This will be
one of the seasons very best shows.” - Ed Gill
“Gary R Beck It was delightful, Danny, and
gracias from me and any guest. You deserve praise
for all you do for artists and patrons. Levi is The
Tops. O Canada!”- Gary Beck
“First time I got to see Levi perform. Absolutely
loved the show. The singing, songwriting, piano
playing were incredible (I was sitting on that side
of the stage and got to see his piano playing and
feet acrobatics first hand) loved the show so much
will definitely go again before he leaves. Grab
tickets for his show while you can. Makes a great
evening.” - Rick DeCarlo
“Levi Kreis is in the house! He came out to a
packed crowd, of course in his bare feet, & began
to give tribute to all Canadian masters that helped
shape his career. Tony Award singer/songwriter
& beautiful pianist, Levi didn’t disappoint. Along
the way he told a story with heart, tears & wit. His
partner, Jason Antone, joined with him for a few &
now I’m looking forward to his opening the end of
this week. Enjoy a few videos & feast your eyes on
this beautiful man. Love you, Levi!” - Tricia Lyman

Music and Dance from the 50’s and 60’s
Every Saturday - 5 p.m. (New Time!)

Act II is pleased to announce a brand new
50’s and 60’s show, “Twist and Shout,” featuring
musical hits from the 50’s and 60’s! The dynamic
duo, Pedro Islas and Faride Talamás perform many
of the songs that you love…. I Wanna Be Loved By
You, Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You, Be My Baby,
Lollipop, I Only Want to Be With You, Twist and
Shout... and more! This show has a unique format
and is full of singing, comedy, and DANCING to
the rhythms that changed the world!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Twist and Shout was amazing! Visiting Puerto
Vallarta I had the great decision to come into a
beautiful cabaret with one of the most amazing
shows I ever have seen there, Twist and Shout.
The two singers are great actors, they spill a full
of energy, great voices and amazing dancing. For
sure if you are visiting Vallarta you can’t miss this
amazing show, it’s like a time travel to a funny and
full of emotions night! Totally a MUST!” ~Bryan O
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Directed by Danny Mininni | A Comedy by Larry Shue
Produced by Act II Entertainment | Wednesdays - 7 p.m.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Best Play Ever! If you are looking for a
fabulous night out go see The Foreigner on
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. or Saturdays and
you can thank me later!!! It was full of surprises.
Lots of fun!” ~ wheelerart

The Foreigner is the story of two guests,
Charlie Baker and Staff Sergeant Froggy
LeSueur, at a resort-style fishing lodge in
rural Georgia. Charlie is depressed because
his beloved wife may be dying. To help
his friend, Froggy tells Betty Meeks, who
owns the lodge, that Charlie is the native of
an exotic country who does not understand
a word of English. Betty, who has never
traveled, is delighted to cater to a stranger
who is “as foreign as the day is long.” Before
long, things start to go awry, as Charlie finds
himself privy to assorted secrets and scandals
freely discussed in front of him by the other
visitors. Charlie must “learn” English quickly
and think on his feet if he wants to save the
lodge and his new friends.
The Foreigner stars Alex McLauchlan
as the charming and adorable Charlie (the
Foreigner). “I never thought I’d meet another
actor GOOD ENOUGH to play the part
of Charlie until I met Alex,” says director,
Danny Mininni. This show also features Act
II veteran actress, Cherry DeLorenzo, the only
actress that has been in an Act II production
every season since its inception. Also starring
Maria Rose, Shawn Morgan, Branden Hayes,
Al Carswell, and Andrew Sands.
‘The Foreigner’ is a fantasy of good and
evil resulting in side-splitting laughter.
This hysterical romp is filled with slapstick
and surprisingly, romantic comedy! It has
enough warmth and truth in it that it is not
only funny, but also often moving. This is
solid entertainment and one of the funniest
shows you will ever see!
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“... tons of laughs for a sold out audience.
Very entertaining and very well cast with
flawless performances from all the actors
Congratulations Danny on your direction
Capabilities!” ~ William Larkin
“Total raves from attendees leaving the
theater from everyone I talked with. Best Ever?”
~ Gary Beck
“GO SEE THE FOREIGNER at Stages, Act II!
It is brilliant! I saw Danny Mininni´s production 7
years ago and thought... this can´t get any better!¨
Well it was as good, and some of the characters
even better in my opinion. Cherry DeLorenzo
as Betty Meeks did not lose a beat! Timing by
all concerned was perfect and hard to do on an
opening night! Maria Rose can not only sing but
act. Perfect person for Catherine. The Foreigner,
Alex McLauchlan was so endearing and clever and
PERFECT. Brendan Hayes played a wonderful
irreverent Reverend and the two tall guys, Allan
Carswell and Andrew Sands played their parts
brilliantly as well. Shawn Morgan who played
Owen Musser was cast perfectly as the angry Clan
member. Thanks for another entertaining evening
at Act II.” ~Sharon Baughman-White
“The Foreigner opened with rave reviews.
Couldn’t agree more. Another over the top
production by Danny Mininni, Alfonso López
and all the performers and staff at Act II
Entertainment. Make it a point during your time
in Puerto Vallarta to see this play! Well done!”
~Cindy DuChateau Ramirez
“A tour de force. A comedic drama at its best.
ACT II showcases the exceptional talent of Vallarta
and delivers a hilarious show with an important
message. It shows that drama can be forcefully
delivered in Vallarta. The show deserves to be sold
out every night. Bravo to all!” ~Tom Bernes

“Act II Entertainment Stages has Done It
Again. Where else can you go see a “Play”
with such Fine Acting, Great Characters and
a Haunting Story Line. “The Foreigner”
opening night was a Hit Run Away. Perfectly
executed by all the Actors and Directed by
Danny Mininni, it is a Show of Shows. Every
Actor was the Star. The Set was Amazing and
the sound and lighting was Spot on. Lots
of Laughs but lots to ponder as the show
unfolds.” ~ David Wilhoit
“It was the best! What a playwright, what
direction, and what talent. A winner all
round.” ~ Heather Thomson
“Yet another blockbuster!! Amazing how
you all do this for us! Spectacular!!!” ~
Francine Peters
“WOW!!!!”
(times
a
“zillion!”) Congratulations, Danny and
cast, what an incredible show! I totally
enjoyed it!!” ~ Marsha Ward Ross
“Coming from a fellow thespian That was
an amazing opening night everyone was so
in sync with each other and it became so
believable I felt like I was really at the lodge.
Kudos to all!” ~ Candace Kepley
“The actors worked together seamlessly in
spite of the incredibly lengthy lines they had
to memorize. My hat is off to every performer
in the cast. Brilliant!” ~ Dave Mohr
“What a great show! All-around amazing
work! Congrats to all!” ~ Derek Carkner
“Great performance by a very talented
cast! Amazing to see all the new talent at Act
ll this year!” ~ Bert Ramirez

#1 Main Stage musical in the last 6 seasons
Extended by popular demand now on Mondays & Thursdays at 7 p.m.!
A Cult Musical/Horror Comedy
TripAdvisor ★★★★★

One of Off-Broadway’s most popular cult
musicals, Little Shop of Horrors is the hilarious
tale of a down-and-out Skid Row floral assistant,
the girl he loved, and a strange new, man-eating
plant threatening to tear their world apart. This
cult classic was one of the longest-running OffBroadway shows and has become a household
name thanks to a highly successful film version
and a fantastic musical score! For the past 30
years, people just can’t get the catchy music out
of their heads!
Directed by Alfonso López, the uber-talented
director of “Rocky Horror” last year, this
beloved horror/comedy/rock/musical is another
first-class production at Act II and brings back the
sounds and ambiance of the rock ‘n’ roll era. It
stars many of your favorite Act II actors, plus some
wonderful new faces, including Maria Rose,
Joey Martinez, Alex McLauchlan, Andrew
Sands, Shawn Morgan, Eli Estrada, Sasha del
Oceano, and Ximena Peña Esparza.   It also
features the return of Act II Managing Partner,
Danny Mininni, to the stage, with his portrayal of
the crotchety and hilarious “Mr. Mushnik.” With
its delightful cast and toe-tapping music, Little
Shop of Horrors is a must-see this season!

“Very good entertainment! The actors were very
talented, the singing was very good and they did an
excellent job with the stage and sets. It is great that
PV has Act II available to offer some alternative
nightlife entertainment. The theater is small and
very comfortable and offers an intimate setting.
They will serve drinks while the performance
continues. I highly recommend going. They have
many performances to choose from. ~ fossr50,
Tomahawk, WI
“Fantastic, fun and magical. An intimate venue
with a very talented cast. Highly entertaining. I
highly recommend going to see this.” - Scott R
“ACT II has done it again! Surpassed
themselves. WOW! what a Terrific Show!” afield2015 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
“Best show ever in Puerto Vallarta. A must see,
amazing talent and set design. Would love to see it
again.”- Michelle S
“I didn’t expect the level of professionalism
on display, from the sets, acting, singing to the
choreography. ACT II may be a small venue but
they definitely put on big shows. Yes it may be a
cliché but run don’t walk and get tickets for this
musical. If your plans are for coming down later in
the season go online lots of great shows to come. As
a plus they have a great patio to enjoy a drink prior
to the show.” - rickdj5364YT, Fresno

A Live Tribute to the Songs, Comedy
and Career of Bette Midler
Featuring Premier Canadian
Songstress, Miss Sandi D.
A Don & Rhonda Production
Every Wednesday - 5 p.m.
(through February 27)

Miss Sandi D. gives a
captivating
performance
in
her tribute to the one-and-only
Bette Midler (one of the most
iconic divas of the 20th and 21st
centuries). This show features
many of Bette’s hit songs, such
as The Rose, Wind Beneath My
Wings, Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy, and Friends, plus skits,
stories, comedy and more!
Sandi began her musical career
at age 13 by singing in a band.
Since then her career has spanned
the mediums of recording, stage,
television and theatre and has
taken her throughout North
America. She has performed
at many movie premiers such
as Batman, Ghostbusters 2,
and Rainman, and has worked
for many celebrities, including
Bruce Willis and Madonna. She
has appeared on The Arsenio
Hall show and Entertainment
Tonight. She also played the
role of Mary Magdalene in
a production of Jesus Christ
Superstar, and then toured as
one of the female leads in the
Canadian Premier of Carole
King’s “Tapestry.”
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Sandi D did wonderful Bette
Midler tribute show in small
theater setting. The whole venue
is very unique and a great value.”
~ Lynn1018
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who sings original spoofs on some
classic shows and songs. Her take on
Hand Maids Tale and Chicago were
worth the price of admission (which
is very reasonable) alone. Witty,
charming, bawdy. Where do I stop?
Don’t walk, run to see this delightful
performer. And did I mention Game
of Thrones?” - parkpleasures
Starring Puerto Vallarta and New York
City favorite, Sutton Lee Seymour!
Every Tuesday - 9:30 p.m.
Every Thursday - 5 p.m.

NYC (and PV’s) drag darling,
Sutton Lee Seymour, stars in
DragFlix, a new comedy spoofing
your favorite TV shows, movies, and
musicals with parodies of Game Of
Thrones, The Handmaid’s Tale, Harry
Potter, and more!
Sutton Lee Seymour, known as “the
Robin Williams of Drag,” is New
York City’s Live Singing Comedy
Queen of Stage and Screen, having
performed with Atlantis Events on
their gay cruise and resort vacations,
and making numerous appearances
on Bravo TV’s Watch What Happens
Live with Andy Cohen! She has
toured with her shows to sold-out
crowds in Chicago, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Washington DC,
plus other beach “vacation towns”
like Ogunquit, Rehoboth, and
Saugatuck!
In New York City,
Sutton Lee Seymour has become
the premier “Broadway Queen,”
hosting and starring in a number of
weekly shows and cabarets! Keep
up with her adventures and travels on
Facebook and Instagram by following
@suttonleeseymour.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“A true gem of a show in a
wonderful entertainment complex in
Puerto Vallarta! I had the pleasure of
meeting this AMAZING performer
handing out flyers on the beach for
her show and she was so engaging
I decided to go. My instincts were
proven right as I laughed so hard
my sides hurt and I was wiping tears
of laughter away all night. Sutton
Lee Seymour is a true performer
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A Celebration of the hit Broadway musical, Hair
A Don and Rhonda Production
Every Friday – 7 p.m.

This year’s FUNNIEST MUSICAL... BAR NUN!
(Punintended!) Every Sunday - 7 p.m.

Don and Rhonda Productions,
(or as Danny Mininni calls them,
“RHONDONDA Productions”), a
staple in Vallarta entertainment for
more than 30 years, brings to you
another great show this season.
Act II Entertainment constantly
endeavours to bring big-stage hit
musicals to its small and intimate
stage. How do you bring huge, iconic
musicals to the stage? You partner up
with Don and Rhonda Productions,
famous for bringing classic rock and
60’s genre alive! Their most recent
productions were the sold out hits,
California Dreamin’ and last year’s
Woodstock ‘69.

Nunsense, A-Men! is a take-off on the 2nd longest-running OffBroadway smash hit, Nunsense, only second to Little Shop of
Horrors! But here in Puerto Vallarta, all of the characters are MALE
musical comedy performers! Act II’s “sacrilegious” version of
Nunsense, A-Men! features uproarious horseplay and side-splitting
jokes that are performed by Bert Ramirez, Shawn Morgan, José
Jasso, Roberto Gomez, and Al Carswell. Check out their video,
#sheNUNigans, to see them parasailing, racing down the Malecon
on Segways and experimenting with tequila... All in full habits! The
Act II nuns are always up to something new and irreverent!
Directed by Alfonso López and choreographed by Steven
Retchless, Nunsense, A-Men! is the kind of show that picks you up
and shakes you around and makes you want to dance. What more
could you want from a musical than passion and laughter and fun?
This is a show not to be missed at Act II Stages!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Went to see Hair last night what
an amazing show. Great singing,
music and costumes. So nice to see
a show with live music!” ~ Jordan P

“It just keeps getting better! On this trip my husband and I
attended 3 shows...Nunsense, Diana Villamonte and Little Shop
of Horrors. All were very different and wonderful! I am happy to
see that they are expanding the number and types of shows while
continuing to bring PV quality live entertainment. The service is
excellent and the setting fun. Go early and listen to the music in the
bar. And yes, it is for everyone...please don’t feel it is only a gay
venue...don’t miss it!” - Connie, Long Beach

“HAIR” a PV Must-See! “I had
the pleasure of seeing a wonderful
production of Hair on Jan 25. This is
PV’s only totally live cast - dancers,
singers and musicians. What a fun time!
The arrangements were spot on and the
musicianship and choreography were
outstanding. Highly recommended!” playbassatshaw

“I loved it!! My friends loved it. Mother Superior was spot
on funny when she gets stoned and moved the production along
from scene to scene. The whole cast was great, harmonies were
delightful, great voices and endearing characters. I’d see it again!”
- Cherrydelo1776

Trip Advisor ★★★★★

Opens to standing ovations and incredible reviews
and continues to sell out every week!
A Celebration of the Music of Gershwin All the songs you never knew you knew!
Every Tuesday - 7 p.m.

Music and Dance from the 50’s and 60’s
Every Saturday - 5 p.m. (New Time!)

Act II is pleased to announce a
brand new 50’s and 60’s show, “Twist
and Shout,” featuring musical hits
from the 50’s and 60’s! The dynamic
duo, Pedro Islas and Faride Talamás
perform many of the songs that you
love…. I Wanna Be Loved By You,
Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You, Be My
Baby, Lollipop, I Only Want to Be With
You, Twist and Shout... and more! This
show has a unique format and is full of
singing, comedy, and DANCING to
the rhythms that changed the world!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★

(From the same team that brought you “Some Enchanted
Evening,” The HIT musical revue from last season. Starring 6
of the best singers in Puerto Vallarta…)
Summertime, I Got Rhythm, Nice Work If You Can Get It,
S’Wonderful, Embraceable You, Someone to Watch Over Me, The
Man I Love, Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off, Strike Up the Band, Blah,
Blah, Blah, Fascinating Rhythm, Delishious, Soon, Treat Me Rough,
The Man that Got Away, and many more! George Gershwin (18981937) was one of America’s most influential music composers and
pianists who worked in both classical and popular styles. Most of
his songs were written to words written by his brother, Ira Gershwin.
Some of his most well-known works are Rhapsody in Blue, An
American in Paris and Porgy and Bess, which is considered to be
one of the most important American operas of the 20th century.
I Got Rhythm features beautiful harmonies, duets, solos, and
mini vignettes of song and dance. Each song sparkles with pure
Americana from the 20’s and 30’s. Come and take a step back in
time as you enjoy this art-deco themed show starring Act II partner,
Alfonso López, along with MaryJo Nelson, Sasha del Océano,
Marsha Ward Ross, Alberto Ponce, and Andrew Sands.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...A show not to be missed!” - Tom Bernes
“... the cast members … made me a believer.” - Ed Gill
“...I stood and clapped in appreciation when the show was over,
as did most of the audience.”   - Ed Gill
“...another successful opening... well worth waiting for!”- Mary Zack
“...Go see the Gershwin show at Act II. They have come up
with another winner!” - Sharon Baughman White
“... This show has proven to be the “sleeper hit” of the
season! What a fun one! ~H. J. Ross

“Twist
and
Shout
was
amazing! Visiting Puerto Vallarta I
had the great decision to come into a
beautiful cabaret with one of the most
amazing shows I ever have seen there,
Twist and Shout. The two singers are
great actors, they spill a full of energy,
great voices and amazing dancing. For
sure if you are visiting Vallarta you can’t
miss this amazing show, it’s like a time
travel to a funny and full of emotions
night! Totally a MUST!” ~Bryan O

Diana Villamonte returns to Act II after winning
FIRST RUNNER UP in the Voice of Mexico
Warning!! All of Diana Villamonte shows sell out
well in advance!! Get your tickets now!
The #1 show of the season breaking all box office
records. A Musical Tribute to Whitney Houston,
featuring PV’s #1 Star, Diana Villamonte
Every Friday - 7:30 p.m.

This year, we are thrilled to announce
that Diana, along with director Alfonso
López, has created yet ANOTHER
sensational hit show, “I Will Always
Love You,” a musical tribute to
Whitney Houston! Diana, with her
powerhouse voice and infectious
personality, is the perfect singer to take
on the iconic Whitney (her lifelong
inspiration). The highlight of Diana’s
show last year was when she previewed
some of her Whitney Houston songs,
often having most audience members
in tears. Diana blew the audience
away, and her fans begged for a whole
show of Whitney’s songs!   

“Run don’t walk to see both shows!
You can then say I saw her when.. ! To
see this amazing talent in such a warm
and intimate setting will blow you
away! Both her Motown and Beyond
and her Tribute to Whitney Houston
shows are unbelievable!
She came in first runner up this year
on the Voice of Mexico. I have no doubt
she would have won if all of her US &
Canadian fans had Mexican phones
and were able to vote! She will be
packing in huge stadiums soon... so
don’t miss this show!” ~ sgunze

Hedda Lettuce Winner, Funniest Drag Show 2017 - 2018
Featuring Hedda Lettuce’s smorgasbord of live
comedy, songs, and stand-up improvisations
Every Thursday & Friday - 9:30 p.m.
Every Tuesday - 5 p.m.

Hedda Lettuce, the six-time Drag
Queen of the Year Award-winner (HX
magazine) and the legendary “green
goddess” of drag, is excited to return
to Puerto Vallarta for her FOURTH
“sold out” season! Her show, this
year, is a loving send-up to her favorite
town…. Puerto Vallarta! Hedda will
glamorize another season as she dishes
out a tossed salad of improvisational
comedy, sultry songs, and dazzling
gowns. (And it’s entirely fat-free!)
She will gladly engage you in a night
of storytelling, bawdy and biting wit,
spontaneous comedy, and live (not lipsynched) singing! Her show includes
her nationally-acclaimed original
comedic music that is peppered with
parodies of old time favorites and
startling satire. Hedda Lettuce is one of
New York City’s premiere drag queens
and keeps the audience screaming with
laughter for the entire show!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“Absolutely hilarious! Shows moves
quickly. An hour of total laughs.
I highly recommend it. Bring the
family!” ~ Linda V
Google Review! ★★★★★
“Awesome great show. I highly
recommend Hedda Lettuce she is an
amazing performer.” - C Sailor
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Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico star
and #1 box office, 2 seasons running
A Musical tribute to the great ladies of
Motown and Beyond, featuring Puerto
Vallarta’s #1 songstress, Diana Villamonte
WARNING! All of Diana Villamonte’s
shows sell out well in advance get your tickets fast.
Every Monday - 7:30 p.m.

and living your truth. Mama Tits
weaves her soulful live singing with
her stories and comedy into one
big joyride of a show, with a strong
message of love, emotion and positive
reinforcement, (not unlike her trusty
underwire bra)! Jazz, blues, pop, rock
and Broadway round out this year’s
eclectic selection of songs. Check out
her many reviews on Trip Advisor!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“BEST SHOW: brave heart,
inclusive, beautiful voice, kind,
colourful,
tells-it-like-it-is,
and
★★★★★ entertainment. We need a
1000 yous, Ms. Mama Tits. That heart
does not lie. Thank you!” - roseycouture

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Fiercely Talented Singing
Sensation Diana Villamonte Dazzles
in Puerto Vallarta!
Just when we thought what dazzled
us most about Puerto Vallarta was its
lush mountain landscapes, sparkling
blue waters and rich art scene   ~Boris
Betanoff, 1/16/18
“Her performance was out of this
world! Her voice is spectacular, and
her renditions of some of our favorite
Motown hits had everyone on their
feet and singing along.” - Terri R
“Well Diana is totally ready for
Broadway and or the movies. Her voice
her look and her dancing just completely
paralyzes you. What I am trying to say is
that if you want to see the greatest show
on earth go see Diana.” ~ lorieg2019

All new show! Starring Puerto Vallarta’s
beloved 6’7” POWERHOUSE, Mama Tits!
Every Monday & Saturday 9:30 p.m.

After her second record-breaking
year as one of the Top Headliners of
the illustrious Red Room Cabaret at
Act II Stages, Mama Tits is thrilled to
return for her fourth hit season! This
year she is back with her raw and
witty take on life, sex, relationships

incredible talent have earned him five
Grammy awards, induction into the
Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame, and sales
of over 300 million albums! Together,
these two acts epitomized the soft rock/
pop musical sounds that became hugely
popular in the 70’s, and is still loved
around the world today.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Couldn’t recommend them more.
What an enthusiastic and joyful
pair of singers! Perfect for the rainy
day. The show was good for all
ages. Prompt, helpful waitstaff as
well. Just be sure to arrive about an
hour before the show to enjoy drinks
in the lounge and to maximize your
chances of sitting together as a group
during the show.” ~ LinBoston

Comedy Drag Cabaret, starring JoAnna,
and Emmy-Award Winner, ChiChi Rones
Sundays & Wednesdays- 9:30 p.m.

A musical tribute to ABBA and Elton John,
featuring UsTwo and their LIVE BAND
Every Sunday - 7:30 p.m.

UsTwo presents a musical
tribute to the timeless music of two
unforgettable acts which began
in the 70’s, ABBA and Elton
John! UsTwo will perform songs
that you remember, such as Mama
Mia, Dancing Queen, Chiquitita, Sad
Song, Candle in the Wind, and Rocket
Man, and more. Their repertoire
changes with each performance,
but these amazing vocalists (and
their live band) will treat you to an
unforgettable evening of music and
an evening to remember!
ABBA and its flamboyant costumes
and catchy music, is considered to
be one of the top musical groups in
history, having sold over 500 million
albums! Elton John first became famous
for his oversize glasses and outrageous
outfits, but his enduring popularity and

The Dueling Drag Divas return
to the Red Room with an All-NEW,
2019 LIVE show! JoAnna (aka Joe
Perry) and Emmy Award Winner,
ChiChi Rones, sing hysterical spoofs
of Cher, Tina Turner, Marilyn Monroe,
Shirley Bassey, Amy Winehouse,
Janis Joplin, Lady Gaga and more!
JoAnna is celebrating her 13th season
in Vallarta! Starting out in NYC,
JoAnna has won numerous awards,
including “Best Patsy Cline Singer”
at the Cowgirl Hall of Fame. The
New York Times hails her as “One of
the Best.” In addition to PV, JoAnna
has enjoyed 6 smash seasons in
Provincetown and currently 8 fabulous
summer seasons in Ogunquit, Maine.
Emmy Award Winner Ch Chi Rones
is excited to be back in Vallarta for a 7th
season! She is excited to be debuting this
all new show here in PV. Bette Midler,
Edith Piaf and a duet with Sammy
Davis, Jr. & Liza Minnelli, which must
be seen to be believed! Iconic voices
Shirley Bassey and Judy Garland, all
sung in Chi Chi’s soaring voice.

THIS WEEK - 2nd WEDNESDAY “Us Two Goes Country!” Featuring
Daniel, Noemi & their LIVE BAND!
Winner - 2017 Best Band Award!
Shows on Wednesday! Every Week A New Show! 7:30 p.m.

Never before has Act II witnessed
such loyalty from fans who discovered
Us Two at Act II Entertainment! With
more TripAdvisor 5-star reviews than
any other PV performers, fans have
been known to attend an UsTwo show
every week! With that in mind that,
Act II Producer, Danny Mininni, and
the members of Us Two, give fans
the chance to see a new show every
week! Us Two’s Wednesday night
show features a different show every
week, with a total of four different
shows per month! Known for bringing
the classics that you love the most back
to life, Us Two will feature a Classics,
Volume I and Classics, Volume II,
because how can you fit all of that
great music into one show? Other
shows will include Country Week and
the intimate “Unplugged” show. (See
website and press releases for weekly
genre reminders.) But no matter
what the genre is, Us Two always
brings you music from the 70’s, 80’s
and 90’s in the form of song and
dance, rock and roll, fun and games
and humor and chat, all bundled
into a 90-minute Vegas-style show!
Every week a different show, this
week… 2nd WEDNESDAY - “Us Two
Goes Country!”
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Still the best! This was our fourth
visit to see US TWO. They have added
a keyboard to their band of amazingly
talented performers. These two put on
a show that is remarkable for a venue
like this. They have packed the house
at each of the performances we have
attended. The show they put on is
warm, funny and remarkably GOOD!
Don’t miss this one. You will be glad
you went!” - MJPmd

For more information about our shows, or to order tickets, please go to our website at www.act2pv.com Tickets are also available at our box
office which is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located upstairs on the corner of Insurgentes and
Basilio Badillo in the Romantic Zone on the South side of Puerto Vallarta. For more information, call 222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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Jaqui Karr, CSN, CVD

without knowing where you’re low?
2) Blood test. Where to begin…
C-Reactive
Protein
measures
overall systemic inflammation.
Long term issues with inflammation
span from depression to dementia,
sometimes reversible, sometimes
not. Ask every chronic arthritis
sufferer if they wish they knew they
had inflammation 25 years before
their hands gnarled up and they
now struggle to hold a pen and sign
their name.
4 out of 10 people have a gene
that sounds like a swear word:
“MTHFR gene mutation” (C677T
quite serious, A1298C a little less
serious). I guarantee your doctor
is not testing for this. 4 out of 10,
not a rare problem, and yet, have
you even heard of it? It prevents
you from absorbing folic acid
properly, which can be disastrous,
particularly for pregnant women.
Folic acid deficiency created such a
major epidemic of babies born with
Spina Bifida, both the Canadian and
American governments mandated
that food companies enrich their
products with it. It helped, bringing
incidents down within the decade,
but it didn’t eliminate the problem
entirely.
Part of the reason is that 4 out of
10 people with this gene can’t absorb
regular forms of folic acid, and it leads
to more problems than Spina Bifida:

Zoli
Hargitai,
owner /
founder of
The Holistic
Bio Spa

The Holistic Bio Spa
Is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10. Open Monday
to Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Tel: 221-1607. www.holisticbiospa.com
Email: info@holistic-bio-spa.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Remember the days when we
had an all-organic planet and no
one needed to think about their
health? …Yeah, me neither. My
102-year-old grandmother doesn’t
remember those days either. Not
from dementia, but from that reality
being gone for so long.
With health, you have to make
a payment sooner or later. When
it’s sooner, it’s called “prevention”
and it’s painless. Not that every
person will get sick, but think of
everyone you know and think about
how many (including their families,
kids, parents) are all 100% healthy.
Not even minor symptoms like
headaches. Anyone? Those minor
issues tend to escalate over time.
The way to conquer the issue of
health is to be ahead of it, and that
means not waiting for symptoms
to prompt you. Sometimes a detox
plan will do the trick, but how would
you know exactly what plan unless
you test? I’ve had clients come to
me with a so-called clean bill of
health from their last blood test,
but they have several symptoms
they’re complaining about. I send
them back to the doctor for more
detailed testing and wow, we have
several things to take care of.
Your next question is probably: “Test
for what? What should I ask for?”

Answer: “As much as possible.”
Here are just a few things Holistic
Bio-Spa tests for and they won’t
make a dent in your vacation time!
1) Hair analysis (takes 3
seconds). Metals are some of the
worst invaders for body and brain,
and it’s not just fish eaters that are
affected, it’s everyone. The biggest
reason to test for metals is that you
can’t get rid of them with basic
detox. So, before you engage in a
year-long clinical level protocol, be
sure of exactly which metals are in
your system and know what levels
they’re at. It’ll help your advisor
determine what detox protocol
you need and it’ll also give you a
benchmark to compare to a year
later. Bio-Spa has convenient prestamped kits that you throw in the
mailbox once you get home, or for
a small fee, they’ll ship for you
from Mexico. Once the results are
in, review it with your advisor and
you’ll have your plan on hand (they
Skype, so it doesn’t matter where in
the world you live).
Nutrition deficiencies.
They
weaken your immune system and
leave you open to illness, and I don’t
just mean a cold. You can prevent
issues from ever developing by
knowing where you’re low and just
adding specific foods or a weekly
supplement to your diet. So very easy,
but how would you know what to add

Autism, ADHD, Down’s, depression,
schizophrenia,
atherosclerosis,
autoimmune disorders, thyroid
malfunction... Knowing you have
this issue would help you choose a
different form of the nutrient and
avoid all of the above.
Lipoprotein A, soft plaque… all
the things your regular doctor isn’t
testing for, you can test for it with
a 60-second visit while you sip on
a refreshing juice or smoothie from
the Bio-Bliss Bar. Test and forget
it, go back to your vacation. Then
schedule a Skype call after you’re
home and review the results for
your action plan. How easy is that?
Our culture isn’t one that thinks
prevention.
We’re generally
REactive instead of PROactive, and
that’s part of why we’re in the health
crisis we’re in right now. Be the
exception. A simple hair analysis
and comprehensive blood test
can change everything for you.
Welcome to Bio-Spa, they’ll do
both for you in 60 seconds.
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Letting Go and Becoming Empowered
It is very important that you awaken
to the fact that you are the sole person
responsible for your happiness. There
is no one or anything to blame. Step
into your personal power and find your
courage to change. In order to stop
people-pleasing you must speak your
truth; you must be honest with yourself
and then with others. You cannot allow
fear of how they might feel or what
they may think, stop you. This requires
setting boundaries, communicating
authentically, and listening to and
meeting the needs of your inner self!
Become Empowered. Learn to tap
into your power-center (solar plexus)
and shift from fear to confidence, and
reclaim your right to act in your highest
good. In order to do that, you must learn
and practice setting boundaries. People
who have trouble setting boundaries
usually have trouble responding to and
respecting boundaries set by others.
Melody Beattie says, “the more
difficult the boundary is to set, the more
important it is to set”.
Getting Angry
You must finally be angry enough to
stop these old life-long patterns. Without
anger, one cannot set boundaries. You
must be so tired of the way something
is, that your only choice is to change it.
You are what must change. Y ou must
commit to do the work and allow the
very necessary process of letting go.
Letting go of your expectations that
the other person will change or finally
realize what they do or say is hurtful or
inappropriate. Forget about it! You can
only change you; your perspective and
your expectations. Change will come
when you set boundaries that honor and
protect you.
Self-sacrificing and Accommodating
Of course, this can be a scary venture
because of how others may react to your
boundaries. Prepare yourself for their
anger and insults, knowing they may
not like it. Remember that is their issue
to work through and remind yourself
of why you had to set that boundary.
Usually, people end up adapting and
respecting your boundary, and it often
enhances and strengthens the friendship
or relationship because the tension and
resentments have been resolved.
Here are 2 examples of women
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accommodating and sacrificing for
the demands of their husbands. One
couple repeatedly rode in taxis together
through the very busy streets of a
very busy city, only to arrive to their
destination angry with each other
because of how embarrassed the wife
was at how her husband treated the taxi
driver. My suggestion was that she take
her own taxi and arrive unprovoked,
happy and calm, which was something
she never realized was even an option.
Another couple arrived to the airport
and her husband insisted they walk out
across the pedestrian bridge to the other
side of the highway, each dragging large
suitcases, in order to avoid paying the
airport taxi rate. She was extremely
angry at him, felt controlled, and deeply
resented him for always doing this kind
of thing. She knew not to get into a
fight about it, so she suffered in silence
and spent that evening and the next day
trying to calm her anger and trying to be
nice. She was afraid to say “no” because
of his reactions. Her turning point came
because this happened a second time!
She found herself going along with it
again, angry and feeling obligated to
follow him. When we talked about,
she realized that this time she was even
more angry with herself for not standing
up and saying “no”. She understands
that she must find the courage to choose
between avoiding conflict and pleasing
him, or meeting her own needs and
honoring her highest good.
How angry did either of these women
need to get? How many years have
them been suppressing their needs and
ignoring their feelings? How much more
were they willing to take and continue
to suffer as victims, until someone
suggested that they say “no”? They had
not even considered any other options.
Note: Of course, it is important to
consider the person’s reaction if you
are in a controlling abusive relationship
in which their reactions can have grave

consequences (physically, financially)
for you. Then there are strategies to
consider that go way beyond what I’m
referring to in this article.
Haley Maggee, a Life Coach, lists 9
Tips required in setting boundaries that
I hope you find useful.
1) Name your feelings and
interactions with others...
It is very important to recognize how
you feel, instead of pushing your feelings
away, because your emotions signal how
others may be affecting you and whether
you need to set a boundary or not.
2) Prepare your well-being disclaimer
This will help you set the stage for a
compassionate permissive discussion.
You can break the ice by sharing your
resolution to set boundaries and explain
why it’s important to you and how it
will benefit you. Most people respond
very positively and respectfully to this.
3) Express gratitude when others
set boundaries
Keep in mind that people set
boundaries to protect their own wellbeing. You can respond to them with,
“I value your honesty” or “I appreciate
you sharing that with me”, even if it’s a
boundary that was hard to hear.
When you set boundaries, you may
often feel dismissed, angry or rejected,
by the people who ignore them or
attempt to cross the boundary.
4) Practicing “no thanks” without
giving a reason
It is sometimes necessary to realize
that it’s okay just to say “No, I don’t
want to” or “No thanks”, without
giving an explanation. The need to
provide an explanation usually comes
from a feeling of guilt that you’re
disappointing the other person and not
meeting their expectations.
5) Make a VIP-only list
Without a clear sense of your own
boundaries, you may regularly overshare personal information. Though
truth telling is a powerful exercise,

sharing too much too quickly can make
others feel uneasy and may leave you
feeling uncomfortably over exposed.
Practice thinking before you speak and
carefully consider the need to share
certain information.
6) Take a break from a toxic friendship
One of the most difficult, yet most
rewarding forms of boundary setting,
is to take a break from the relationship
is that no longer serve you. If you
have a one-sided friendship that
leaves you feeling unseen, unheard, or
disrespected, resolve to take a break
from the relationship and remember: it
is not selfish or cruel to put your own
well-being first! Healthy friendships
are reciprocal and mutually nursing,
not one-sided and depleting.
7) Create a post boundary setting mantra
People-pleasers have great difficulty
setting boundaries, and so to practice
this and learn this, may leave you feeling
guilty, selfish, or embarrassed. Be
gentle with yourself and acknowledge
that your boundary-setting muscle takes
time to develop. Prepare a mantra. It
could be as simple as “I set boundaries
to feel safe “or “Setting boundaries is
an act of self-love”. Your mantra can
be your anchor; a permanent reminder
that this journey, though difficult, has
your best interest at heart.
8) Designate a cheerleader
You need a friend who understands
your need for setting boundaries, who
can cheer you on and be a witness to this
journey, and acknowledge your progress.
9) Imagine how your life will be
different
Imagine how your life will be different
when you speak your truth… how will
you change? How will your daily life
become richer? How might you feel
more authentic in your relationships?
Boundaries are tools that enable us
to feel safe, strong, and empowered
in our relationships. As your journey
progresses, you’ll begin to feel more
empowered by the truth that it’s not
only you’re right, but your duty, to
make the choices that are best for you!

Giselle Bellanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for
appointments in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203

Around this time of year, I pull
out this piece written 9 years ago
for a dust off and re-read to see if it
still holds water. It was originally
for my estranged loved one, who
now is by my side, like they say,
“All is fair in love and war”.
Now more than ever, it seems
like love is in the air again, we see
some of our friends having moved
through tough times have come
together to be stronger and more
committed in their relationship,
and others have suffered losses,
and walk alone or open their hearts
to new beginnings.
Affairs of the heart seem to have
no reason. The heart wants what it
wants and will torture one until its
satisfied.
We all have a chance finding true
unconditional love. Some of us
don’t seem to recognize it, or believe
it, or are just plain afraid of it…
and lose it, letting it pass by. Then
we go through life seemingly on
the margins of fulfilling happiness.
Love and heartbreak have been the
inspiration of our deepest passions,
that can even erupt into violent
reactions that we had thought not to
be a part of our character. Learning
to love and allowing ourselves to
be loved is an art that is developed
through experience and history.
We certainly are not born with the
knowledge of how to find it and
less on how to sustain it.
Naturally, first Love feels like
magic: your heart soars. On the
physical level the heart actually
swells and relaxes. There’s great
excitement and anticipation. But
being “in love” can OR cannot
overlap with really loving someone.
Is there a difference between
“love” and “being in love”? Some
claim both can exist throughout a
relationship; others say the “in love”
feeling is an idealization of the
partner during courtship, and that
it can evolve into love. I believe
it is the other way around, you are
attracted to someone, you respect
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them, you admire them, you observe
them, THEN you fall in love. It takes
time and certainly a walk with a few
prospective individuals to know
what you need and want in a partner.
On the other hand, one of my dearest
friends just had a meeting of hearts,
and Cupid’s arrow (which they say
even the gods cannot resist), and
fell in love from one moment to the
other. Fortunately, her new lover
feels the same.
Of course, we have our links
of profound love for our family,
children and friends. These too
need to be nurtured, respected and
allowed to heal and progress. If
you impose your own perceptions
and expectations onto another
person, or if your love is based on
projection, it won’t last. Those
feelings are erroneously based
on the condition that the person
conforms to your fantasized image
of them. This image can be highly
deceptive, destructive and painful
when you both realize it, and, the
disappointment can be enormous.
Some people love those who
cannot love them back, treat
them well, or provide a compatible
partnership.
Often
there’s
something familiar about the way
you’re not loved back. This occurs
on an unconscious first level,
until you begin to see a pattern of
choosing wrong partners or negative
friendships. The familiar, even
though not fully satisfying, is more
comfortable than the unknown.
To break this pattern, one can first
become aware of the negative cycle,
then, consciously make different
choices. It’s not easy changing our
subliminal programing.

Attachment is a by-product
of love. It’s born from loving
feelings toward the person,
spending time together, and
sharing experiences and activities.
It’s hard to relinquish the sense of
security that develops from such
closeness. This is a positive thing,
however, sometimes controlling
attachment may lead to obsession
and unfounded jealousy. The best
attachment is the feeling of being
loved, and understood, cared for
and supported in developing one’s
personal potential and dreams.
A wise friend of mine recently
put it this way...
Life hurts. It starts with birth. As
all mothers know when in the labor
of childbirth, the more we resist
the pain, the more we struggle and
hold back, the more stuck we get.
And, we go through that labor of
pain with the knowledge that we
will have a beautiful new baby to
hold and love when it is all over. It
can be the same when dealing with
our own pain.
Childhood pain sometimes lasts
a lifetime... then there is adolescent

and adulthood where we have to
face the real world. It is our human
heritance to be in pain. That is how
we grow. We human beings have a
wonderful ability to refill ourselves
with joy and love after a painful
event by recreating ourselves with
new found knowledge.
The trail of tears is one of
observation, cleansing and rebirth.
Those stuck emotions can very well
be the cause of body aches and pains,
weight gain or loss, headaches,
heart disease, degenerative diseases,
inflammation and many more. As
my professor of Chinese medicine
points out, if you did not catch the
illness, it came from you, through
negative thoughts and repressed,
conflicted emotions. That explains
why one can have a reoccurring
illness after a ¨successful¨ medical
treatment. You have merely treated
a physical symptom of a deeper
disharmony.
Keeping an open heart and mind
takes practice, meditation, constant
evaluation, clear intention, truth
and communication.
Let’s work on making well thought
out and heart-felt commitments first
to ourselves, then to the ones we
love. Let’s keep those promises.
and hope for some good weather.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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The federal government must be given time
for its economic decisions and actions to yield
results, a new deputy governor of the Bank of
México said today.
In an interview with the state news agency
Notimex, Jonathan Heath said he expected
economic growth to strengthen – possibly
towards the end of this year – although the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) last month
cut its 2019 and 2020 growth forecasts for
Mexico by a combined 0.9%, citing lower
investment. “Just because we’re seeing a
temporary slowdown now, there’s no need to be
pessimistic and think that everything’s bad. You
have to give it time for everything to begin to
fit into place and to redirect the growth of this
country,” Heath said.
“We’re going through difficult times [but] it’s
not going to be something that’s permanent,
rather I’m sure that, in a while, we’re going to
see better news on the horizon,” he added.
Heath, a University of Pennsylvania-trained
economist, said it was natural for the first year of
a new government to be complicated, explaining
that the López Obrador-led administration is
trying to redirect public spending and that can
cause difficulties in the short term.
He said that while it was very likely that
there will be a significant economic slowdown
in the first half of this year, steps taken by the
new government – such as austerity measures,
the introduction of a northern border free zone,
the crackdown on fuel theft and the undertaking
of infrastructure projects – could start to have a
positive impact towards the end of the year or at
the start of 2020.
“Sooner or later, they have to start delivering
results. We’re starting in a very uncertain
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environment both externally and internally but
I believe that the government is very conscious
of that and little by little we’ll put things in their
place and create the [necessary] environment [for
the economy] to be able to grow,” Heath said.
The deputy governor explained that the gasoline
shortages, teachers’ rail blockade in Michoacán
and strike action by workers in Tamaulipas
would all continue to impact negatively on the
economy in the short term but added that they
are temporary issues that will be resolved.
“… I have complete faith that down the road
we’ll see much more favorable conditions,”
Heath said.
He highlighted that inflation slowed in the
first half of January and said that it would likely
continue to trend downwards, allowing it to
reach the bank’s target of 3% – if not by the end
of this year, definitely during 2020.
Heath said that there is now greater stability
in energy prices, particularly with regard to
the cost of gasoline, whose spike at the start of
last year contributed to the inflation rate ending
2018 at 4.83%.
He explained that the bank will closely monitor
inflation in order to take appropriate monetary
policy decisions, adding that it was very difficult
to predict what will happen with the benchmark
interest rate, which is currently set at a 10-year
high of 8.25%.
He described President López Obrador’s
respect for the autonomy of the Bank of México
as “a kind of anchor,” which to a certain extent
guarantees Mexico’s macroeconomic stability.
The 64-year-old economist, who has more
than 30 years’ experience analyzing the Mexican
economy, will remain as a Banxico deputy director
and sit on the central bank’s board until 2026.

Heath said that he was conscious of the
responsibility he has taken on and the decisions
“of great importance” he will make as a board
member.
He added that he had a lot of fun in his
“previous life” and expects to keep enjoying
himself in his new role.
“For me, it’s really fascinating to look at and
analyze economic indicators, interpret them,
try to formulate outlooks, try to see where the
country’s going. That’s what has fascinated me
and I’ll keep doing it, just in another environment
with another level of responsibility,” Heath said.
Heath contended that it didn’t matter whether
Mexico moved towards the right or towards the
left politically speaking, the most important
focus for the government remained constant: that
the economy grows, that more jobs are created,
that wealth is distributed more equally and that
poverty is reduced.
Joining him as a new deputy governor and
member of the central bank board is Gerardo
Esquivel, a Harvard-trained economist who
previously served as an economic advisor to
López Obrador.
Heath said he was confident that both he and
Esquivel would contribute to the strengthening
of Banxico and help it to achieve its main
goals of ensuring purchasing power stability,
especially for lower socio-economic classes,
and creating an environment of macroeconomic
stability capable of helping Mexico to achieve
higher growth and greater development.
The five-member Banxico board also includes
Governor Alejandro Díaz de León and deputy
governors Javier Guzmán and Irene Espinosa.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Notimex)

Big burly Bob lumbered into the
shop like a grizzly bear on its hind legs.
Pointing his bushy brow at the exquisitely
painted room divider standing in the
corner, he began to bellow:
“That divider sure is a beauty, eh?”
“It certainly is!” I agreed from
behind my desk.
“My name is Bob,” Bob thundered.
“I’m from Lonesome Beaver,
Saskatchewan.”
“That’s an unusual name,” I said
with a smile.
“Maybe down here,” he rumbled,
“but where I come from, we got all
kinds of Bobs.”
“Oh.”
“I’m a pretty fair wood-worker
myself,” Bob boomed. “I could make
a divider just like that one. Except for
the finish. There must be some kind of
special technique they use.”
“That’s correct.”
“I’d sure be obliged,” Bob said, “if
you could tell me exactly what that
technique is. Then I could make one
myself.”
“Gee, Bob, I know this might sound
crazy, but the reason we buy all this
stuff is so we can sell it.”
“I know that,” Bob said. “And I
respect it. Especially, since I’m a
wood-worker myself.”
Deciding that the huge ursine
individual might be several Seven Up’s
short of a six-pack, I said, “Uh-huh.”
“Mind if I have a seat?” he asked.
“Be my guest.”
Bob sat down, glared at me a moment
and said, “So, I guess there’s no way I
could convince you to tell me what the
secret to getting that finish is.”
“Heck, Bob, you being a wood
worker and all, why not!”
“Thanks a lot,” Bob growled.
“Okay, Bob, the first thing is, you’ve
got to make sure you have some real
sharp chisels. Nothing worse than
working with a dull chisel.”
“I know all about chiseling,” Bob
said, beginning to lose his temper.
“Didn’t I tell you I’m a wood…”
“Sorry, I forgot. You’re an expert
chiseler, aren’t you?”
“It’s the secret of the finish I need to
know,” Bob reminded me.
“Okay, Bob,” I whispered, “here’s
the secret: you take the wood you’re
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gonna work on, and you soak it in pig
urine for six months.”
“What?”
“It’s an amazing process and it has
a remarkable history: Invented by
Mayan astrologers! Refined by Aztec
morticians! Stolen by Moca Javan
baristas…”
“Pig urine? Just pig urine?”
“No, not just pig urine, Bob. It
has to come from the female of the
species, what’s known as the sow.”
“I don’t believe it.”
“I know how you feel, Bob. I didn’t
believe it either; not until I’d seen
(and smelled) it with my own nose.”
“But how do they get their hands
on so much liquid? They must need
gallons of it.”
“A lot of artisans are also farmers,
Bob,” I explained. “And the particular
artisan who makes our furniture is a
pig farmer.”
“But still,” Bob boomed, “how does
he get them…”
“He trains the female pigs (who are
more intelligent than dogs, but not
quite as bright as Republicans) to pee
into special troughs.”
“Yeah, I heard that pigs are awful
smart,” Bob agreed. “So how do I get
my hands on some of this stuff?”
At that moment, as fate would have
it, Don Arturo walked in the door
toting a pair of unlabeled bottles. The
bottles were filled to the brim with a
dubious looking liquid, and capped
with home-made corncob corks.
Don Arturo had the largest pair of
ears you are ever likely to see on a
human being - old leathery ears which
protruded preposterously out from
beneath his badly battered straw hat like
baseball gloves. With his hat, overalls
and worn-out huaraches, he looked
every inch the rural farmer, which in
fact he was. At one time Don Arturo
had made the finest Raicilla in Vallarta,

and I had been his loyal customer. But
over the years, as his mental faculties
had faded, so had the quality of his
moonshine. It had in fact deteriorated
to the point where the excruciatingly
foul smell alone was enough to give a
grown possum the dry-heaves.
“What incredible luck!” I cried.
“It’s the man himself!”
“You mean…” Bob said, unable to
believe his good fortune.
“Yes, it’s the man who made the
divider, and it looks like he’s…”
At this point I switched to Spanish,
addressing Don Arturo, inquiring
after his health and that of his fortysix grandchildren. After assuring
me that every one of them (with the
exception of the youngest, a homicidal
bus driver) was just fine, the ancient
bootlegger proudly raised aloft the
two bottles of Raicilla.
“The best I ever made,” he said.
“You can have both liters for only
three-hundred pesos.”
“Bob,” I said, switching back to
English, “you have got to be the
luckiest wood worker who ever
lived. Don Arturo here is desperate
for money and needs to sell two liters
of what he says is the best batch he’s
ever, uh, come across.”

Bob narrowed his eyes. “Why the
best?”
“The sows were in heat,” I replied,
miraculously managing to keep a
straight face. “Gives it that extra
oomph.”
“How much?” Bob asked.
“Let me see. Are those new shoes?”
I asked Don Arturo.
Looking down at his feet, he said,
yes, he’d only had them for five years.
“It’s kind of expensive,” I told Bob,
“due to the pigs being in heat and all:
five-hundred pesos a bottle.”
“Yeah, that does seem high,”
Bob said knowledgeably, as if he’d
just finished checking the price of
pig urine futures on the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange.
“If it’s too much money, Bob, don’t
worry. I’ll take them myself. I’ve got
a credenza to refinish and a…”
“No, wait! I can afford it. But can I,
you know, check it out, before I make
the purchase?”
“Sure thing, Bob.” Snatching a
bottle from Don Arturo, I handed it
to Bob, who took a tentative sniff and
nearly lost his lunch.
“God damn!” he gagged. “That
smells terrible!”
“You’re surprised? You know, Bob,
it’s not exactly Chanel Number Five.”

Gil Gevins
Is the author of five hilarious books, including the
classic, PUERTO VALLARTA ON 49 BRAIN CELLS A
DAY, and his latest laugh-fest, 1967: THE AUTUMN OF
POST-COITAL DESPAIR. Signed copies of all Gil’s books
are available at LUCY’S CUCU CABAÑA, located at 295
Basilio Badillo. Or as E-Books on Amazon.
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Well for any “big brother” fearing,
tin foil hat wearing conspiracy
theorists out there, this article is
going to just have you busting out
the aluminum foil roll and adding
another layer to your head covering.
As many of you may have heard
by now, a major Apple Facetime
flaw has been found that allows
Facetime callers to listen to your
conversations and surroundings,
via your iPhone microphone, when
you’ve not even accepted the
Facetime call!
Seems a 14-year old found the
bug 10 DAYS before Apple publicly
admitted the problem exists!! The
teen was playing an online game
and Facetimed a friend who did not
answer. The Tucson Arizona teen
then added a second friend to the call
and voilà, the teen heard background
noise and conversations going on at
the house of the first friend.
The trio of friends tried a few more
times to replicate the discovery
and each time, they could hear
conversations and what’s going on
with the first called Facetime group
member. So basically, all the R&D
and BILLIONS of dollars at Apple’s
fingertips, didn’t find this bug… but
a 14-year old gamer did!?! That’s
just sad.
What’s even more sad, is that the
mother of the teen who discovered
the Facetime group chat bug,
emailed and called Apple, tweeted
Apple CEO Tim Cook about the
bug for a full 10 DAYS with hearing
ANYTHING back!!
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The lack of response to a good
Samaritan trying to help bring
attention to a potentially dangerous
bug, before it landed into the hands
of someone with bad intentions,
was astounding. And Apple just sat
on it.
Finally, on January 20, the
frustrated mother, posted about the
general issue on her Facebook and
her Twitter - “My teen son found
a major security flaw in Apple’s
new iOS. He can listen in to your
iPhone/iPad without your approval.
I have video. Submitted bug report
to @AppleSupport... waiting to
hear back to provide details. Scary
stuff!” Well, as you can imagine,
this went viral fairly quickly and
that is when Apple started paying
attention to the bug!
But why did Apple not admit or
look at addressing the issue UNTIL
it went viral!?! The teen’s mother is
quoted as saying that the reporting
process “It’s exhausting and
exasperating,” “It’s very poorly set
up especially for the average citizen.
I feel like I went above and beyond.”
That you did… that you did!!

Apple FINALLY disabled Group
Facetime calls on their server side
as a temporary fix. It has now
apparently fixed the server side
issue and will push an update to
iPhones and iPads next week to
allow Facetime Group calls again.
So when you see iOS 12.1.4 (it
probably will be out by the time you
read this) it’s an update you should
do ASAP.
Apple finally said publicly “We
sincerely apologize to our customers
who were affected and all who were
concerned about this security issue.
We appreciate everyone’s patience
as we complete this process. We
take the security of our products
extremely seriously and we are
committed to continuing to earn the
trust Apple customers place in us”.
Apple also paid tribute to the
14-year-old boy who helped
discover the flaw and reported it to
Apple. Gee… Ya think!?! Should
offer the teen a job - he certainly
can only enhance your R&D
department!! Free iPhones for life
would be a nice PR touch as well,
to be honest!

Heaven knows it will be a lot
cheaper than what is to come for
Apple soon. Already lawsuits and
a potential class action lawsuit over
this bug is already in the works. I’m
not a fan of lawsuits over technical
bugs, but on this one, I can’t knock
the lawsuits.
This bug is just a complete
breakdown of security on Apple
devices that Apple boasts how
“secure” their ecosystem is. And
the lack of response from Apple to
the bug, is a feast for lawyers.
I have to hark back to my several
comments on the late Steve Jobs the
past weeks… What would Steve
Jobs have done? Well for one, NOT
HAVE LET THIS HAPPEN IN
THE FIRST PLACE!! And second,
not sat on his hands, hoping this
would just go way or slip by under
the radar.
Hats off to the teen and his mother
for making sure this issue got the
attention it deserved… finally!
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
Can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Welcome back to another
interesting week in the world
of Puerto Vallarta Sportfishing.
We like to think we can predict
conditions, see patterns and
generally beat our chest with
our “local knowledge”, when
in reality everything is different
every day. If we’re real lucky,
maybe whatever species was
“there” yesterday, will hopefully
be there today.
One day the bite is early, the
very next day it’s in the afternoon.
Some days not even the reliable
Jack Crevalle will take bait.
Remember it’s Whale city out
there. One reason they love this
bay and surrounding area is the
super abundant Krill, Sardines,
Anchovies, etc. Basically you’ve
got Mother Nature’s version
of “fast food”, a virtual Fish
McDonald’s!
Now you’ve got that picture
in your mind, the next thing to
remember is there are fish to be
had. Corbeteña has Striped Marlin
to 280 lbs., Sailfish of a nice size
range, Cubera Snapper for jiggers,
Jack Crevalle with Football
Yellowfin Tuna about 40 lbs. with
the possibility of a freak over
100 lbs. Welcome to the inexact
science called Deep Sea Fishing.
Feeling lucky?
The area around Punta Mita for
a full day of fishing is your “best
bang for your fuel dollar”. With
recent storms up north we see
floating debris like logs, stumps
etc. Dorado at 15 lbs. or so are
there. Some run 20 lbs., anything
under that is not a “keeper”.
Sailfish, Rooster fish at the point
in smaller size ranges. Striped
Marlin, aka Stripers are 8 miles
off shore. Jacks are everywhere.
Anything is possible in this area.
Well worth your time and the
views are hard to beat from the
water.
Inside the bay is a fishing
wonderland. Dorado are still being
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(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

second choice but give live bait a
try as well, ha ha.
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Looking for a fishing deal?
We’ve had some great success
matching people up on our shared
fishing Super Panga program.
It’s still the best fishing deal in
PV! We are now expanding this
to our larger boat Magnifico on
Thursdays. It’s the best deal
in Puerto Vallarta and it books
quickly. Taking reservations now.
Also, if you’re looking for Tours,
consider us your supplier, book
a boat, tours and keep it simple.

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx ,
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international
number is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325

boated around the bay, los Arcos
is a favorite location. Needle fish
to 25 lbs. but can be much larger.
Sierra Mackerel are in the 15-lb
range and tasty. Bonito in smaller
size ranges, good for bait. Possible
Sea Bass around the Ameca River
or any river mouth. The area
around Nuevo Vallarta have been
sporting Sailfish and large Jack
Crevalle 50 lbs. or larger. You can
have a great day with these armbreaking demons! Maybe not the
best tasting, but certainly a strong
fighter and a favorite for the fly

fishing guys. Challenging fishing
or family fishing, you’ll have a
great day on the water in the bay!
The bite is “the bite”… Again,
start early, it’s been all around the
clock depending on what fast food
“they’re” in the mood for. Best
bite bet is be on the water before
8 a.m. Water temperatures are a
warm for February 75oF. Baits to
use, for those looking to use lures,
the Iguanas or Dorado colored
lures are a basic and great first
choice. Flying fish lures of Blue
/ Silver with black dots is a good

The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Ongoing Events & More...
Emergency Line: 911

Hospiten

226.2081

Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. El Salado Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.
Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730
Tuesdays - 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at the Millennium sculpture next to Hotel Rosita
Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of
Corazón de Niña, including brunch. Reserve: 224-9209

222.0923

178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Tuesdays & Wednesdays - 10:30 a.m. - IFC Home Tours
leave Sea Monkey restaurant - www.ifctoursforvallarta.com
Wednesdays - 4 p.m. BINGO! - at Nacho Daddy’s
Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! at J&B Dancing Club, Fco. I. Madero 178. Free!
Thursdays - 6 p.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at Galeria Pacifico - 174 Aldama
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Thursdays - 6 to 19 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster
Market at the Lions’ Club - 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park

Saturdays
10:30 a.m.-12 noon - Writers’ Group - at the Boutique
Theatre, upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of Guadalupe
12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living - at the
Cuale Cultural Center on Isla Cuale Rev.CorinaScherer
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution to crossword on page 47

Solution to Sudoku on page 47

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

9 a.m. – English Services, also Bilingual Services on Sundays at 10:45 a.m.
– at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – English Worship Service – First Baptist Church,
next to Park Hidalgo
9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Church Bilingual at Westin Resort & Spa
in the PV Marina, 9:30 - English, 10 - Español.
10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service – at the Anglican
Church Puerto Vallarta (formerly Christ Church by the sea)
10 a.m. – English Services w/communion, Anglican/Episcopal –
at Christ Church by the Sea – Plaza Genovesa
10:30 a.m. – Christian Worship in Paradise –
Bilingual music / worship at Act II

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
25,000+ friends
PV AnimalAc 1,800+ friends
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels 1,400+ members
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals
8,300+ followers
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,300+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,700+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,400+ followers
Match Dog Com Puerto Vallarta
2,500+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
6,600+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Neil Gerlowski
Executive Director, Vallarta Botanical Garden
Dr. Rafael Guzmán Mejía, Founding Director
of the Sierra de Manantlán Biosphere Reserve

We in Jalisco are at a critical moment. The
fragile ecologic equilibrium of the Rio Los
Horcones Canyon hangs in the balance,
threatening not only native wildlife but also
our regional economy and culture - that are
inextricably intertwined with this natural
treasure. Collective action is needed to ensure
the survival of this ecosystem.
For the past several months, staff of the
Vallarta Botanical Garden and our neighbors in
the ejidos of Las Juntas y Los Veranos, Emiliano
Zapata, and Boca de Tomatlán have observed
an unprecedented deforestation of the wild and
scenic Río Los Horcones Canyon, accompanied
by large-scale bulldozing. What we saw was
beyond any of the routine highway maintenance
that happens each year and we wondered what
was coming down the pike. No one seemed to
know and our communities were angered to not
be consulted. On Thursday, January 17th, the
destruction of the canyon was scaled up with
the arrival of a fleet of demolition vehicles and
blasting equipment. Workers immediately began
carving into the river canyon with alarming
speed and efficiency. They informed us that
they were making an ecologically friendly dam.
They also ensured us very politely that they had
all of their permits to do so and that everyone
would benefit from their actions. In light of the
destruction we saw, we found their words to be
unconvincing.
Upon sharing this news with our neighbors and
friends throughout Jalisco and beyond, a barrage
of “denuncias” (official complaints) were filed
with PROFEPA, Mexico’s Ministry/Secretariat
of the Environment and Natural Resources.
On Tuesday, January 22nd, the Garden hosted
a meeting with community members from Las
Juntas y Los Veranos along with Mario Topete
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Cortés, Ejido President of Boca de Tomatlán
y Mismaloya, and José Ayala, a representative
of Grupo Hidrogenerador de Occidente, the
company that was carrying out the demolition.
José Ayala stated the alleged specifications of
the project which included a total dam of the
Río Los Horcones, approximately 300 meters
downstream of Chico’s Paradise, diversion of
the river by way of kilometers of aboveground
steel pipeline, and a power plant in the
community of El Polvorín in Boca de Tomatlán.
From our estimations, this would leave the river
completely dry for the majority of the year
except during the rainy season, diverting every
last drop of water into the tubing.
When asked for architectural plans of the
project detailing the exact placements and
dimensions, Ayala stated that as a private
company Grupo Hidrogenerador de Occidente
is not required to demonstrate such plans. He
then went on to describe the project as a harness
of a renewable resource that would provide
much needed power. Ayala never identified the
private company that would own and run the
concession. When asked to show their permits
and evidence of their environmental impact
studies, Ayala said that he was not required to do
so. He only produced a list of alleged permits
that supposedly were filed with local and federal
agencies. This list notably failed to include
environmental and social impact studies.

Ayala also wouldn’t indicate if the water
itself would become privately owned by the
dam owner and later made available for sale
and/or pave the way for further change of land
use. Ayala told community members that they
should be grateful to have a company in their
area that really cares for the environment and is
working on their behalf.
Reporters who attended this meeting quickly
began spreading news throughout the Puerto
Vallarta Region and beyond. Photos and videos
of the damage started circulating on social
media and officials of municipal, state, and
federal agencies were appealed upon to stop the
project. On Thursday, January 24th, federal agents
of PROFEPA assigned to the State of Jalisco
inspected the destruction and rapidly ordered
the operations to cease and desist, at least until
further investigations are completed. Local
community members and environmentalists all
over are applauding this win, but we are deeply
concerned about the irreversible destruction of the
past several months that intensified rapidly in the
week preceding January 24th. We are even more
concerned about the future of this river canyon.
The Río Los Horcones is one of the Bay of
Banderas’ few major freshwater rivers that
remains wild and undammed throughout its
entire course. Its watershed begins high in the
pine and oak cloaked Sierras at elevations of
nearly 2000 meters (6000 feet).

Along the way, it is nurtured by a multitude
of rushing spring-fed tributaries at many forks,
“horcones”, in the river (hence the name, “Río Los
Horcones”). One of its most dramatic sections
is the deep canyon that it has carved into an area
reaching from what is now the Ejido of Las Juntas
y Los Veranos down to Boca de Tomatlán. Here, it
forms crystal-clear emerald-tinted pools connected
by surging rapids and splashing cascades. Included
along its decent is one particularly breathtaking
waterfall of over 20 meters thundering against a
sheer granite wall painted with ferns, bromeliads,
and orchids. Much of the granite in this canyon
is polished to a marble-smooth finish rife with
captivating formations that would bedazzle any
sculptor. The steep canyon sides are a mosaic
of naturally denuded cliffs and dense thickets of
tropical dry forest.
This seemingly indomitable terrain has kept it
one of the region’s last great bastions of native
wildlife with a vast array of species including
the emblematic jaguar, ocelot, Military Macaw,
and even river otters. But, as clearly evidenced
around the world, there is no mountain too
high or canyon too deep to escape the threat
of exploitation and the destruction of modern
explosives and heavy machinery.
In the Puerto Vallarta region, our economy
is tourism and the beauty and diversity of our
wildlife is a principal draw bringing visitors
to our destination. Allowing the destruction
of our natural resources would be like killing
the proverbial goose that laid the golden eggs.
Acapulco, whose very name means, “where
the reeds were destroyed,” may serve as a
good close-by example of how a tourismbased seaside economy can suffer if it becomes
overbuilt and if its critical natural areas are
not protected. Incidentally, Puerto Vallarta’s
indigenous name, Xihutla, means, “place where
the turquoise-blue reeds grow”.

At the Vallarta Botanical Garden, we are
dedicated to conserving plant life, especially
our region’s native plants. These plants not
only provide habitat for our tremendously
fascinating wildlife, but also provide ecosystem
services essential to human life as well. Those
of us who value wildlife have a responsibility
to defend it. During much of our struggle to
stop the recent destruction along the banks of
the Río Los Horcones, we heard many people
saying things like, “What a shame, but there’s
probably nothing we can do about it.” Others
said, “You should be careful; there may be big
money and big interests behind this.” Yet, the
bold few who rallied with us, attended public
meetings, filed denuncias, and spoke up, have
stopped the bleeding, at least for now. Until this
canyon is permanently protected, it will remain
under threat - not just from dams, pipelines and
power plants - but also illegal lumber harvesting,
poaching, and contamination. Additional forces
such as invasive species and climate change
represent threats against wildlife in even the
best guarded parks and preserves.
In recent years, the Vallarta Botanical Garden
has been acquiring new lands to grow its native
forest preserve. This reserve is now over
25 hectares of protected land adjacent to the
landscaped gardens with its visitor infrastructure
occupying roughly 3 hectares, for a combined
property of approximately 28 hectares (about
60, 10, and 70 acres respectively). Our recent
wildlife camera trapping work in conjunction
with our collaborators at Panthera, the world’s
foremost NGO dedicated to conserving big cats
in the wild, has motivated us to set much larger
goals for securing new land. We used to think
of land acquisitions for this preserve in terms
of dozens of hectares, but our new goals should
probably be in terms of hundreds of square
kilometers.
With sufficient funding, this can become
a substantial interconnected preserve which
would secure the corridor of animals such
as jaguars and ocelots and protect the forests
that these animals reign over - when given the
chance to do so. With the help of our community
and the generosity of those willing to invest in
the protection of natural spaces, we can begin
purchasing additional land with intact habitat
while it still lasts in such condition.
Those interested in helping towards this
goal through their time, talent, or treasure are
encouraged to contact the authors directly. Please

send your communications to info@vbgardens.
org with “FOREST PRESERVE” in the subject
line. Communities that are alert, dedicated, and
united can ensure that their precious natural
areas are destined to a thriving future and will
continue providing benefits including clean air,
clean water, and perhaps most cleansing of all pure natural beauty.

YOU CAN HELP
Please write to us at info@vbgardens.org
with “FOREST PRESERVE” in your subject
line. Neil Gerlowski has served as the Executive
Director of the Vallarta Botanical Garden
(VBG) since 2010. He helped form this garden’s
international science advisory board, which
among other activities, is working to study and
document the diverse native plant life of the
VBG’s forest preserve as well as participate
in plant research elsewhere in Mexico and
abroad. Neil Gerlowski has a Master’s of Arts in
Teaching from the University of New Hampshire
(2001) and successfully completed Longwood
Gardens’ Fellows Program in2018.
Dr. Rafael Guzmán Mejía first gained
international fame as a botanist in 1977 when
he rediscovered Zea perennis, an important
teozintle, or ancient ancestor of domesticated
corn, assumed to have gone extinct in the wild
for decades. In 1977 he discovered yet another
teozintle, Zea diploperennis, and wrote its
first scientific description together with Hugh
Iltis and John Doebley. These plants helped
spearhead the long-term legal protection for a
vast wilderness area that is now the Sierra de
Manantlán Biosphere Reserve. Dr. Rafael was
this reserve’s founding director. He aspires
to contribute to the creation a similar vast,
contiguous reserve in the mountains of Puerto
Vallarta and Cabo Corrientes.
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For whatever reason – other than it
does sorta’ resemble it at first glance
– I always think of the alfalfa fields of
my Kansas youth when I come upon
False Heather. (Related thereto, if
there is any way possible, I strongly
encourage that you find whatever
possible reason to avoid stacking bales
of hay - made from alfalfa – high up in
a breezeless barn loft in the heat of a
Midwest August!) However, whereas
it (Medicago sativa) is a herbaceous
perennial and the foremost forage
legume in the United States, our
subject plant (Cuphea hyssopifolia)
is a plant life form of an altogether
different nature and use. In that
category of plants, it also isn’t in the
Heather family, Ericacaea.
My - all too often - circuitous, rambling
thought process notwithstanding,
according to the folks at the Missouri
Botanical Garden (a pretty savvy lot, I
must say) its “Genus name comes from
the Greek word kyphos meaning curved
or humped in probable reference to the
shape of its seed capsules.” The species
epithet hyssopifolia refers to the shape
of the leaves which are like those of the
herb Hyssop.
Of the genus Cuphea, there are
more than 250 various species and
as may be suspected from the name
of these, this perennial originated in
Mexico and Guatemala. Besides this
species, there are three others that
gardeners have come to appreciate:
Tropical Waxweed (Cuphea aspera),
Columbian
Waxweed
(Cuphea
carthagenensis)
and
Stiffhair
Waxweed (Cuphea strigulosa). (Yes,
this may be on the test!)
From a pure and simple, plant
recognition point, Mexican Heather
is a compact, bushy, evergreen shrub,
growing from a bit below 18 to over
27½ inches (45-70 cm) in height
and two to three feet (60.96-91.44
cm) wide. While, from the distance,
appearing to look somewhat similar to
the (earlier alluded to) alfalfa leaves
and blooms, they are actually small,
lance-shaped, a bit leathery and dark
green. Appearances can be deceiving.
It may look rather delicate, but it is,
in fact, fairly sturdy. It requires very
little maintenance thus making it a
great option for first time gardeners.
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Tommy Clarkson

Cuphea hyssopifolia Family: Lythraceae
Also known as: False Heather, Mexican False Heather,
Hawaiian Heather, Artificial heather, Elfin Plant, Elfin Shrub,
Elfin Herb, Clammy Cuphea or Corail

I always think of the alfalfa fields
of my Kansas youth when I come
upon False Heather

This perennial originated
in Mexico and Guatemala.

Its flowers are small, purple and picky
about when they wish to be seen!
Borne in horizontal sprays, they
give a fine-textured appearance. From
out of these are small clusters of light
purple, pink, red or white flowers of
only .39 of an inch (1 cm) across.
(Actually the False White Heather
is the cultivar, Cuphea hyssopifolia
‘Alba’. (And yes, all of them attract
hummingbirds, bees and butterflies.)
Atop a rather compact bus, these
profuse, continuously blooming
flowers lend it effective employment
as an edging or container plant as well
as used in pots or baskets.
The berry-like fruit capsules of
Mexican Heather are dehiscent (this
means it will split along a built-in line
of weakness in a plant structure so as
to release its contents) and leathery,

oblong-ovoid, up to .14 of an inch
(3.5 mm) long, containing numerous
reddish-brown seeds up to one to one
and a half mm in diameter… and that
is probably way more than you ever
sought to know about them!
If you decide to grow your Mexican
Heather from seed, they should start
germinating in one to two weeks.
Let the seedlings grow for about six
to eight weeks before transplanting
them. If your plant is containerized
outside and you wish to move it inside,
place it in shade for two weeks before
moving it indoors.
As to its drinking preferences,
though from Mexico it seeks not
tequila! Simply water when the soil
surface feels dry to the touch. It wants
to be in well-draining, sandy/loamy
soil in either full sun or partial shade
– though too much of the former could
bleach its foliage. Food? Fertilize
it with a balanced, water soluble
fertilizer (10-10-10) every four
months. It can be propagated either
by seed or by taking smaller pieces
from young stems and rooting them in
moist soil.
While generally dense and compact,
they occasionally might look a bit rangy.
If so, cut it back by a third of its height
which will encourage tighter growth. It
is best propagated by softwood cuttings.
They are also a bit susceptible to spider
mites and flea beetles and could be
badly trodden down by marauding,
rogue elephant herds, should that be a
problem in your area!
For many, Mexican heather is
excellent landscape consideration!
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and
Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise
nestled on a hill overlooking the magnificent vista of
Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its curved, paved
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious array of
palms, plants and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical
plant book or to schedule a tropical garden lunch,
please visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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Solution on Page 42

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 42
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(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)
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(See location number on Central Map)

